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WAVE FRM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Introduction

Oir radisr defenses are faced with the problem of sur-iAviJ in an environment

which becomes continually more demanding. To' detect, track, and provide accurate

guidance against such targets as supersonic aircraft or hypersonic missiles calls

for continual improvements in detection reliability, in tbh0 resolution and accracy^

of measurement of all target coordinates, and in data rate. Furthermore, s"ich improve-

ments must be achieved in the face of countermeasures which have considerable natural

advantage over the radar, in brute force if not in sophistication. To cope ith these

toughening requirements, there has been a contilnuing effort to improve radar performance

through the development of higher gain antennas, higher power transmitters, more

sensitive receivers, and more complicated signal processing. Until recent work by

Woodward!, Elspas2, Siebert5, and others, howcver, little attention has ben paid to

a factor which puts basic limitations on performance--the radar waveform itself.

The limitations imposed by the radar waveform are well known. Detection

reliability or moaim,_r range is i2.-itated by the total enerig of the signal, range

resolution by its bandwidth, and velocity resolution by its time duration, Taking

the product of these three factors as a crude fi-..t.re of merit for the radar waveform,

we see that the simple radar pulse is something of a 1o-ttlencck. For one thing, its

bandwidth-time product is always unity. For another. where the transsmtted signal- is

peak power limited its total enerVy is proportional to duration, inversely proportional

to bandwidth. The designer, then, is always forced to compromise between maximum

range and velocity resolution, on one hand, and range resolution on the other. (The

velocity resolution referred to here is that achbievable on a single-pule basi .
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Where velocity measurement or clutter discriminatior, m" be performed on a pulse-

-train basis, as in normal MTI, this is not a limiting factor. However, in many

applications involving high-velocity targets, long ranges, or high carrier frequencies,

such discrimination may be effectively performed only on a single-pulse basis.)

The target ifrlormation obtainable with the normal pulse is restricted because it

is such a simple waveform. Simple questions elicit simple answers. it seems apparent

that to obtain more informatio*a we must ask more sophisticated questions, by transmitting

long, coded waveforits having a large extent in both the time and the frequency domains.

Vrious codes used with vriouS typcs of modulation might be employed to produce, wave-

forms having large bandwidth-time products. However, while a large energy-bandwidth-

time product is necessary for improved performance, it is not sufficient to guarantee it.

Two problems must he solved. First, a waveform capable o providing the required

ranz'i, and velocity resolution must be chosen. Th'.s . i . design problem as fundamental

to the design of the radar system as the choice of the antenna. Then, a feasible means

of processing must be found to encode the signal and decode it in a manner that extracts

all the information it contains.

The Matched Filter Approach

A radar is usually required to obtain its target information under adverse

conditions, in the presence of noise, countermeasures, or multiple targets. Optimum

detection of the signal under such conditions requires receiver filtering which is

matched to the radiated signal. It is well known, for example, that with a normal

pulse IF bandwidth shoald be matched to pulse length for best noise performance.

Figure 1 illustrates one type of matched filter system in which linear filters are

used both to encode and decode a coded pulse signal.

To form the coded signal, a narrow RF pulse is supplied to the encoding filter.

U, fl A- leesignal Output

UNC!AS8 IFIEt
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may be represented by th~time response h(t) of the coding filter, or its frequency

response H(f). The coding filter cannot, of course, increase the bandwidth of the

input spectrum--all it can d6 iV re-arrange it--so the coded signal bandwidth is the

same as that of the input pulse. The number and the of coded signals that can be

produced in this way are limited mainly by the patience of the filter designer. Long,

phase modulated pulses, pulses with linear frequency modulation, even sinusoidal FM

signals could be produced by the proper re-arrangement of the impulse spectrum.

The coded signal return from a target is supplied to the matched decoding filter.

As shown by North, the requirement on this filter is simply that it have a frequency

response which is the complex conjugate of the signal (or the enccding.1ilter). The

matched filter characteristic then is e*(f). Its amplitude response is identical to

that of the encoding filter, while its phase or time delay characteristic is the mirror

image. This seems reasonable--if the encoding filter has a time delay characteristic

wnicin disperses the ,r , -i na i pwiff"; Liu- la na ,_hteu cdir.g should have identic-"

negative delay variations to .;ather it back together. If the encoding filter emphasized

one part of the spectrum more than another, the matched filter should recognize this

by weighting the strong part of the signal return more heavily than the weakcer, noisier

part.

The output of the matched filter is the product of the signal spectrum H(f) by

its own frequency response H*(f). in the time domain, the output is given by the

convolution of the signal i th the impulse response of the matched filter,

Note that this output is not in general the original input pulse. Instead it

can be recognized as the autocorrelation function of the coded signal h(t). (It will,

of course, be shifted to a time corresponding to target range.) Therefore, we can say

UNCLASS T.FT9D
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that the matched filter cross-correlates the signal ret''rn agnst the transmitted,

sinal waveformp and for good range resolution the coded signal, h(t), should be one

having a sharp autocorrelation function in time, with a minimimn of "side lobes".

Since the minimm effective time duration of the autocorrelation function is the

inverse of the bandwidth of the coded signal, it is bandwidth, as stated, which limit-

r=-Z resolution.

The signal-to-noise ratio at the matched output has been shown by North

to be,

= (2)

where E is total energy in the coded signal return, and N is the average noise

power p cycle of bandwidtj.

range-velocity resolution of the signal to any desired extent without affecting its

detectability, which depends only on its total energy. Second, as the time-bandwidth

proauct or the coded sn is increased, its vulnerabii±ty Lo jamming decreases. For

example, assume that the noise power N is produced by a jammer which matches the

bandwidth (W) and duration (T) of the coded pulse. The total jammer energy competing

with the coded pulse is then N= V/T watt-seconds and Eq. (2) :riay be re-written

2-JT (3)

If the duration of the coded pulse is fifty times that of the original impulse

(blit "-,e total erergy is the same) it will require fifty times as much energy., on the

uar- - -, .. o Ja it with a jamming signal that has the correct duration 'n! nt.r

5pe,:tfru but is unmatched to the coded signal.

- 4 -
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Velocity Resolution

If the coded signal return has suffered a doppler shift due to target velocity ,

the decoding filter must be shifted in frequency by t'e same &mount, in order to match

the shifted signal. When a range of doppler frequencies is expected, a single filter

is..t uTno.U5,h. A bank of matched filters (or the equivalent) must be provided, one

filter for each doppler frequency of interest.

The overall respo:mise of such a filter bank to a signal mzy be explored by consider-

ing what happens when a coded signal is supplied to a matched ilIter tuned off by the

difference frequency g. Let the signal still be expressed as H(f). Then, instead of

H ((f), the matched filte4 frequency respo.,6e will be H*(f'.), and instead of h*(t)

its impulse response is h*(t) e-J2"$t. As before, the filter output is the convolution

of the signal with the impulse response of the filter, or

Sinae LI"' i a I-icilon of both range () and velocity (0), it may be called

the combined autocorrelation function of the signal. The behavior of this function,

as the relative frequency shift is varied, is what determines the velocity resolution

capability of the signal.

This point is illustrated in Figure 2. Here, the signal i- assumed to be a

simple rectangular pulse -ation T. having a sin x/x spectr m whose zeros are

spaced at intervals of !/- cy)les apartx. The filter bank is as~umed to have filters

spaced by 1/2T cycles. The bottom filter is tuned to the ce-te- frequencv of thp

pulse, so it t,,ves the corTrct oiitput, the triangular waveform which. is the auto-

c-rre],ation fiin: ton of the square putseo The next filter. tuncd below (or above)

.1f, sW frr-quettcy by l12'1 cyclcs. :,'elds a rounded pulse -eho- peak is 0,6 that of

* ' r''rt r s sc. In the preenc of nuise, .Aus difference might be .ust

1 4CTA 3 IV 1 R
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perceptible, so the dppler resoluticn sould be I/r cycles, the spacing between the

two filters whose response is perceptibly different from the 
correct response. As

shown in Figure 2, the response of the matched filters tuned 
further from the signal

frequency become successively smaller.

Signal Ambiguity Function

Since the structure of each matched filter is completely determined 
by the coded

signal, the response of each filter to a valid echo depends only upon 
the form of the

coded signal. The t!ie variations of the respoze from a snc iilto- <-,i-'teo ts

range resolution, and the variation in the response with frequency, (that is, 
from one

filter to the next) indicates its doppler resolution. To get a visual picture of the

quality of the signal, then, we might construct the surface shown in Figure 3, in

which the matched filter responses are plotted vertically on a base plane having range

or time as one axis and velocity or doppler shift as the other. The filter bank of

Figure 2, of course, provides only the contours of the surface at the fixed doppler

by observing the time response of a single matched filter as it is slowly tuned past a

coded signal of fixed frequency (or as the signal is tuned past a fixed filter).

Tnese time responses may be obtained analyLically by evaluating . h) for

A(Z 0), using a number of different values for the frequency shift 0. Where the

signal is more conveniently expressed in terms of its frequency spectrum, the

equivalent form,

may he used.

Either Eq. (14) or Eq. (, then, provides a complete description of the ambiguity

function for a coded signal. The contours of this function parallel to the range-time

-6-
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axis represent the timc rccponsc of_ a matched filter to ths qi g,11 , the time auto-

correlation function of the signal for any given value of frequency difference, 6.

Contours taken parallel to the velocity-frequency axis represent the frequency auto-

correlation function of the signal at a given value of time.

Since it is the result of complete matched filter processing of the signal return,

this ambiguity function represents all the information that the radar signal contaius

regarding target range and velocity. It provides a measure of the ability of the

radar to resolve targets in these dimersions, in exactly the same way that the antenna

patern indica vb ;tL, ability to rosolve targets in Rsimiith ind elevation. If. for

example, a peniil beam antenna explores a point target in space, the shape of the

target revealed on an azimuth vs. elevation plot is not the point target, but the shape

of the exploring beam. Two targets will be resolved only if they ert separated by

more than one beam width. Similarly, when we radiate a signal to explore the two-

dimensional (range-velocity) target distribution along a given line of sight, two

targets will be resolved only if their combined range-velocity separation exceeds the

in locatng a single target may be improved to any desired extent with sufficiently

high signal-to-noise ratio.. This simply amounts to measuring the location of the

peak of the amniguity function b.y LteluLi-ues similar, oay, t .' o!:; antcra

techniques. Where targets are to be detected in the prebence of noise, jamming, or

background clutter, however, it is resolution or beamwidth that counts. Because such

signals lack coherence they will tend to sum power-wise rather than voltae-wise, so

r~ rn, ,, ,,,,....~.. ... ~~5trip powe~r distribyition. FA
L

r, dc 'ermining resolution.

,uperfi cially, at least, the antenna analogy may be carried somewhat further.

To nmhiiuity function has been compared to the far field pattern of an antenna. A

sLmilar cnmparmison might be made between the time-frequency structure of the coded

-7-
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signal and the aperture illuminaLion function of the antenna. 
And between the time.-

bandwidth product of the sinal and the dimensions of 
the aperture. The analogy

not exact, of course, but may be helpful in conveying 
a feeling for the problem.

Radar Signal Selection

The foregoing discussion leads to the conclusion that the 
radar signal should be

designed to provide the desired range-velocity resolution, 
just as the antenna 'A,.-

designed to provide spatial resolution. Unfortuhately, signal design does not eppear

to be as straight-forward a process as antenna design. 
In specifying the ambiguity

f- c f u- , iL appears ThaL selecting a single contour puts severe restrictions

on the entire function. And when the time waveform of the signal is chosen, itc.

frequency spectrum is, of course, determined. At present. selection of the ">Y~al"

waveform requires some intuitive reasoning based on certain ground. rules, 
whici'. may

be determined by examining the properties of Eas. (L) and (c)t

(I) Range resoluLion is largely determined by the frequency structure,

doppler resolution by the time structure of t1-e signal.

'2 For a signal duration of T seconds. best doppler resolution is l/T

cycles; for a bandwidth of W cycles, best range resolution is l/W

seconds. This is illustrated in Figure 4a which shows ambiguity

function contours for a long and short pulse.

(3) For a glven duration, best doppler resolution is obtained with a

signal which is flat in time. For a given bandwidth, sharpest range

resolution requires a signal flat in frequency. Tis favors the use

.f vAri hzualy 1.dcai waveform would

be clipped white noise, whose ambiguity contour is shown in Figure hb.

Unfortunately, such a signal must contain a statistically large number

cf ]ndpedent samples to give a satisfactory approach to tne ideal.

,,d.hed. filt(r pruceosirM; equi.ment for such 7ignals tends to -,et out

-f hand- UNC!,ASSTFTED
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(i) The power ambiguity function, when normalized writh respect to

total signal energy, has a peak value of uLity and unit tot.3i volurne.

The height and total volume of the ambiguity function for an ideal

coded signal is therefore the same as for the simple pulse. However,

while the pulse function is a relatively simple main lobe of unit

height, 2T seconds total lenc th and 2W cycles wie h, the "idea." signal

function will be a sharp central. spike of unit height, 11V seconds

length and l/T cycles width, surrounded by low skirts extending out of

the limits of 2T ,-4c nds and 2W cycles. As the time-bandwidth product

of the coded signal is increased from its value of unity for a simple

pulse, then, more and more of the total volume is represented by the

low extended skirts cf the ambiguity function, and less and less by the

central spike. Under unfavorable conditions, this may lead to a

reduction in "contrast" between a target and its surroundinqs- sinc.

nearby targets will contribute their skirt responses to hide the desired

target. At worst, when the entire skirt area (2T, 2W) surrounding a

target is solidly filled, both in range and velocity, by clutter, the

coded signal will F:ive results no better than a simple pulse. (This

is not a weakaes& aainst jaxnn.ing since for a jammer to fill this area

solidly would requ:re a .arge increase in its energy.) Usually, the

clutter will occupy a small fraction of the skirt area, and performance

will be better than the simple pulse perforrance by a factor dependent

on the bandwidth of the coded signal.

This situation su1-.Fests a more "ideal" sirnal than thp -,-o=-i

noise. As shown in Fiure 14c, when a signal is repetitive in time or

frequency,. its amni-,uity function also becomes repetitive. The case

iL).:strated .s a train of short ,'LLses. where the t'side-lobes" represent

- 9-
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the well knownblind speed and second-time-around responses. Wile

normal blind speeds tend to fall in the velocity range of interest,

the proper use of repetition in the sriaal code may allow us to push

these skirt responses outside this range, thereby allowing increased

resolution without introducing harmful skirt response. This is

illustrated in Figure 4d.

Dispersed Impulse Coding

Figure 5 shows two examples of a type of signal coding which offers interesting

possibilities. Bcth are generated by dispersing a narrow impulse having a flat

spectrum sharply cut off at the edges of the desired band. The flat spectrum is usod

to provide the best possible range resolution for a given bandwidth.

Linearly Dispersed Irpu±zo - To proaucc thiz signal, t.io impulse is passed

through a filter having a square-law phase or linear time delay vs. frequency

characteristic. Since the high frequencies are delayed more than the lows, the

result is an e;ctended pulse with e duration roughly equal to the maximum delay

difference of the filter, and a linear frequency modulation.

The ambiguity function for this signal (Figure 5a) indicates that while it

offers some of the advantages of pulse coding, it does not approach the ideal

in range-velocity resolution. Its ambiguity contour resembles that of the

short pulse. except that its long dimension lies along a diagonal in the range-

velocity plane. Targets whose range-velocity separation lies along this diagonal

line will oe poorly resolved. ror single targets and high signal-to-noise

conditions, the accuracy of measurement of range and velocity may be improved by

using dispersion of opposite sign on successive transmissions.

- 10 -
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Sinusoidally Dispersee Impulse - This signal is produced by passing the impulse

through a filter having a sinusoidal time delay characteristic. The result is

like an extended pulse containing one cycle of sinusoidalM, except that the

time waveform corresponds to the spectrum of normal FM, and the spectrum to the

time waveform. The ambiguity function for this signal, shown in Figure 5b,

indicates a combined range-velocity resolution which is no C far from ideal. Under
certain conditions, more than one cycle of "FM." could be used to yield greater

resolution at the expense of "side-lobe' responses lying outside the velocity

range of interest.

Neither of these signals are ideal in the sense of having-a flat tiie wave-

form which would allow limiting without some loss of information, but both may

be regarded as an interesting base of operations for further exploration.

Matched Filter Squipsent

I4ien and if the ideal coded signal for a given application is found, it will be

useless unless a practicable means exists !or procesaing Lk. 60 rJ&AI Ct . th

information it contains regarding target range and velocity. As suggested In Figures

1 and 2, one such means is a bank of matched filters, with each filter tuned to a

different velocity. It is not necessary, in this scheme, to completely duplicate the

complex matched filter structure for each velocity--much of the structure may be

common to all. The system output appears in a number of parallel velocity channols,

requiring separate detectors for each chmnnel, or some means of combining the outputs

t'|hat rpt.ain v1oeitr inf'ormation and does not involvr, n penalty in S/N performance.

One snch means would be a sampler which rapidly scans the outputs of the matched

filter bank. Providing that a complete velocity scan occurs in a time equal to or

less than onc range resolution cel) (the inverse of signal bandwidLh), no information

is l st in the sampling process. Range of a target is indicated by the scan on which

JN'CLASS IF t ED
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its peak occurs while its velci Lo givt by the location of :itd peak . that

scanniYg int.ervalL. The sampler output might be regarded -s the 'tesult of a television-

rater scan of tha. rige-velocity plane. Displizved its video on 'an orthogonal range-

velocity scan, this iutput will generate a brightness image of tee .range velocity plane,

showing target ambimActy nt1 innA In sPer ,vrmper 2Pation!.

Conclusions

The considerable recent interest in coded si,./rals for radar is seen to be solid.4

based cn a nuiner of pMtenta&l aevajte !,

tm- i'.n R=nge - Sigml detactability or a-% mtr range detpend: only on total

signal. enei'Mr. Aile the coded signal doo noL offer -a fundaentkl adv.ntagc

over the simple pulse, its lower peak power may be of practical advantage.

uumO.izu ILvo.Luoli - iILL.LiU WIU 0t'Lmj8 p.LV 1 I,,hll, W9UQUI ".LM1 IL a L1OWS

ir4endaL ,.ontrol of range and velocity resolutions. The combined resolution

"figure of merit for any signal is tie time-bardwidth prc-uct. For the simple

pulse, this product is unity, but with codid signal&, prrauct_ ii- tite order of

100 are within the realm of possibility.

SubClutt4r Visibility The improved resolution of the coded ai.nal may be

used to obtain improved sub-clutter visibility. It is difficult to state a general

figure of merit, becituse each different target-clutter envfronmcnt implies a

different criterion for the design of the coded signal. The rJ.gr aj design should

ensure that the clutter ambiguity function is very jow in the velocity range

occupied by targets.

Anti-Jan Capability A figure of merit irdicating the AJ capabilty of a

signal is its enerar-tme-bandwidth product. Again, the coded signal may have a

fizuro of mcrit as much az 1,00 ttmts that of a simph pulse, for equaJ. energy.

This figure of merit ib measure either of tie increased energy required in a

12
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simple Jammer, or the increased complexity of a sophisticated jammer which

determines and match& the signal code. Matched deceptive jamming may, of course,

be countered by changinge the code from pulse to pulse.

These potential advantages depend on the ability to design an ideal signal

waveform for a given environment. Work in this direction seems quite promising.

Processing equipment for coded signals also seems to be within the reach of

present techniques. While this equipment is undeniably complex, it produces

some results which cannot be achieved with simple pulse sys"tes, and others

which might be considerably more expensive to obtain by brute force. If the

field of coded signals lives up to its early promise, we should see a gradual

obsolescence of the simple pulse as a rada- wa7cform.
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Laplace Transform Trtatment of the Modi!ication of a Carrier

Envelope by a Linear Network

Wilbur R. LePage, Consultant, Sylvania

Chairman, Dept* Electrical Engineering,

Syracuse University

When a modulater car'rier f(t) cos%'o 0 paaCs t.....h a network described

y the system function H(JLJ) it is customary to use the spectrm of f(t) obtained

by the Fourier transform. This spectrum is shifted to a center atu4o, with its

image at 0 usually being neglected. This is a useful technique for many

plirpnpps. Rowevpr,. where exolicit response formulas are required, or where phase

functions are violent furnc Lions of freqaency, the Fourier tran-form loses much

of its force.
The Laplace tzanfokrm f-. tion *I, e 1t.pn.t t Atrment which in

some cases, may be more useful. It is found that the envelope of the response

is approximately proportional to

where /tl(t) is a complex function of real t, and 7 ltJ is its conjugate.

The complex frnction /x i(t) is obtained frm the invorsion integral with kernel

F(s).As). F(s) t f(t)] and -k(s) is a function derived from H(s):by

throwing out half its poles and makin a trinslation in the S-plane. An estimate

of the error is obtained in terms of o second function /4-.(t) which, is the inverse

Laplace transform of F(s) .'-*(s 4 2 whiere the asterisk implies P conjugate

function of AF, (meaninr, all poles and residueZ replaced by their conjugates).

An example is worked on+. arplyinr trie theory to the ca ;e f in ill -1p-ass non-

hi, Nare - twor!
"JNCLASSIF119D
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F A M&TCHE FILTER FOR RADAR

(Unclassified Title)

by'

R. G. Thor and E, R. 'ffngrove

Often a radar system design is limited in range not by the average power

capabilities of the transmitter, but by the peak power in some part of the

transmitter-antenna system. If the range must be inereased, orr'inarily the

only pocjs:bilit-y is to increase the system duty cycle and accept the resulting

loss in rangE -esolution. However2 the system to be des crib ed--pexm its increase

of the duty cycle up to the limit set by the average power capability of the

L ra 11 tt er , w tc, t r-Ificing? rmnry~~tin

Basically., the operation of the system consists of the following steps.

A pulse having the desired range resolution4 is passed into a network having

a flat ampltuoe response over Lite pulse btandwidth and :! r Spca ph pq osonse.

The output of the network is a lengthened pulse giving the desired transmitter

duty cycle. This long pulse is transmitted, reflected from~ targets present,. and

received in the usnal manner. In the receiver-. the long pulse in effect posses

throuigh another network again having flat amplitude response, but with a phase

rr-sponse which is inverse to that of the original network. This restores the

components of the long pulse to their initial phase relationships, and'the

short pulse is recovered at the cutput. of the network.

A mathematical analysis giving a theoretical explanation of t1be operation

of the syntem :is present*4d. Experimental equipment using conventional circuitry

gnr an increase in duty cycle of 50-.1 is described. Spurious side' lobes

accornnanyinp, the recovered short pulse are down 30 db.

%4X.QFIDEMis JAL
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A 220 MC Distorte~d Pulse Radnr

Summory:

Rensons for pulse distortion are briefly covered.

The paper then outlines some methods of pulse distortion

and leads up to the dispersive all pass lattice filter

which is used in this Rad r Set, Some advantages of this

distortion technique are noted.

A detailed dea- 4 'rt4-n of the dlsperslve filter theory

is then presented. Some idealizations .re nocespry ns an

aid to c~lculation, but the results presented are shown to

the mode of action of dispersion and recombirntlon results

in an approximate graphical analysis. The theoreticol

..... . . l it a P04"int " ".

of system parameters.

The paper then goes on to describe e bread broad

model radar set using these parameters Pud details the

engineering considerations for Incorpornting pulse distor-

tion into a Radar System so that all the theoretical advant,-

ages may be realised. It is demonstrated that although

problern may arise they may be overcome tyr existing circuit

te chniques.

Peter D. Hung, Sr. Engr.
Advnnced Development Sub-DIv.A, pril 18, 1957
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1. iasoil and Metadu for uae Ditorton.

1n ti paper we shell consider diutortion an meaning

t spee.to operation on a time function before tanatiRSaion

a a PAdW sigal.

On reception an invorao or ,Mloemefntary operation is

pertrofrld,-1Muh t~at certain- 87atw avmsVa.r4S vAIi r-vraI&,

These advantuges oan result Int

i.l Righer average power, with a ornepondS LnAOeah

In range,

1.0 Manov. and

1.3 improved antt-Jm perfosmane oter I oanventional

radar set.

The increased average poer in realised eiu Um-

distortion ot the radar pulse os be Mrane. to lenGthen

f-t Output power beinl usually restricted to a. o0itaia

peak value, duo to voltage breakdowm sto,9 a longer trsa=-

nttted pulse results in a better output duty cycle,

Iwproventa in the duty eycle by inereeming the PRP

or by using meaely a longer pulne or the nosal palsd O*.W

type are seen to result in reduced ra4ga or reduced resclu-

tion respectively. A useful dnoort~on bduhntque must not

Incur th'aaa diadvantaaes, and three cases IRown to the

writer result In a loner output pulse without loes of rage

or resolution to any large extent,

ShSCIMT SECRET 5?- ot
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In one Instanme a short pulse is lengthened by sucees"

sive reflections' up end down a delay line. Tb. original and

Its images are ten added and uisd for tranabission. to

addition may not occuir in the me'vt obvious nwamner, depending

an various cnaidsrnitions of resnitntin etc,

'The pulse on reception is now decoded- by a similar eerie.
or nflaiom nti ag w~Aoise .r & r. toec.:7 It 4:iz~-19

-for the safosive imge. to auffer such huabere of pmnee1

over the line that they a11 add up at one particular point

and ti. and produce a replies of the ori; inal pulas in

this eystfit the itulting case i that were the transmitted

seml. lo virtually C. W. LIJ. phac disennt, uties

Swnacnditig to succssive reflected samples. Decodirgl

ta done in ft passive network, but the encoding may be per-

forme by aUOive Gwitching techniquese

to ouipu pulse (long pulse -- we ay call it) of tie

system io Ungthrnd In mafrt by addition to its origial

copies obtained after certain itacrete time delays.

Thems delays mey be made continuous by using a nseteork

which has difteront propagation times fop different ema-

pneste of the original signal bthe short puls:. Reception

decoding Is now porto dby passing the long pulse though

* network having a complementary ctton ntxca1 dfflant elsy-

SECRET "
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The difficulty here i ore of obtain.ig oomplementary delay

-networks with smooth delit variatons.

A different approach using smooth variations at the

reoeiving end uses active cirnuit teohniquee to generate

the long pulse fohm. far trcnama:ion. In Ofect a radar

signal is a modulated oarrier and the requined tim func-

tion may he generateA 17 time bases and frequency aidulater

With elinft ILattleme patbili.eL* t0 strTS dniOng art

desLMt to provide a signal which may be decoded and covr-

pressed £nu a .Pulav ouinpatit-le with the system band idth.

The aoupreesion deodoing ia dcno In a passive netvrk, *

thaU one rvquiz-ats ivw k'~L.vC UW t--as i.w

mont rslative to Inactive Ouc,

A f)h4 wAw!n 4 ,r4 AUf-4 ?-M fnlqq ) qiibisrt '4' tiIS i'0mer

uses passive notworks with smooth delay variatione dt both

the atretching and ocomnpressing points. All pass lattice

networks are employed, and their design in meel)y a repeat

of one basic elements

The rzbaulttn,. radar signal is a close approximation to

a sawtooth frequency modulation over the frequeney band

aoiui'tent wi th th ays toraga rn euolution. Veer arective

Use t$4 therefnor made of the spectrum bandidt..

go 1lhog-7;dmP11 Lattia4 &vsitem.
TPhis uoes rot only passive networks at both reaeive

qtF
SECRET
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trnsmit ends, but furthermore the networfl used ae, 16mw'

titel in all respeoti. There to owen a puutbfltty.o Dt slrqf

one net-work for bothA functions on a time SmI frequency

duplex basis&

2.1. flILJ1  lttIce element, J L Fly..

The lattice elemeunti are chornen so that

wLa pp a 1~ &A44'c

inL UsW uWiseflhesttdi@ impadalwe of flit 1.tttO.'

This defines

=e

C,

Then it may be shown that If

Ia the propagation conutant of usaw section, th n

when w Ls the frequency variable. 4 i. understood as

the phitme shift of one aection. Obviously if Identical

sectionm are cascaded and ee I left unchanged# th total

phase shift is

since the separate phase shifts of the image matched sectons

will add linsarly.

.Fkiua..ZdoA4)a4.2 shcwa. a plot or tie arotmn x

functions

SECRET
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Consider now ji cnrrier of. f requety'; where ,

with a mvdulation envelope producing sidebanda over the

frequency range(j-i) .YC
The modlatton will be due to u time tuntion or low pase

bandwidth and we may call this time function 4 .(t
Then

We mRy SMsae oayietrlcnl time function so that
becomes real, This to neroly 4 convanienaa in the GPlla-

tion, When this tim funetion uaduh ltea a oosinusoldal ear-

wMw nf. faAney u. then

Mien this signal L traverses the lattice the
phase charAoteristio i is impressed onto the signal end

the resulting frequency function is proportional to

4'
where 4C&

arid is row the r'equenoy variables J

Application of the statonary phase principle ahows

that we may consid6r thin prhaae charaoterstio as imparting

SECRET

SECRET
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a group time delay proportional to

?.-Aa' igs. 3, (Slide: # 3)

ThiI "tis delay to a futntfon of end heuriutleully

mea n that difturent pwnts of the signal frequency *petn

arrive at difterent times, It Is noteworthy that over the

range : I

this8 time daasy it neatrly a linear ?unotlnn of fflquiew.

(Slide # P Pig. 3)

* a mAtwork of oo e iaentary time delay were avail-

ablip, we wo'd expect it to undo the effeots just duaGor e.

The tatual distorted pulse used to a radar ipae. ma

oe nuUaiVu 6s NXI *UVwVvWM Cba ZaY !j ;f-cr4t
quanoY function of the signal pulse in the tine delay versus

frequency paph of the lattice filter. Tnis lattr is

approxisated as the slope of the phase ohaseterdtae.

This prooes appears to be val.d if thi actual tie delay

vari ation over the signal bandwidth to large coapared with

the ,riginal signal time duration. This will be to in any

pulse stretching soheme of practiosl interest.

Our sYotem uses 0 identioal lattice sections and

stretches a 6jaaeo puloo t- about iO,.tc?. L attice pars-

meters are

.< ...

SECRET
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C.o K;-; /

P . k . ,.li; li,,

Lai

by t e = "y"-"--f :f;"t

Thi, ~~enw~t~t~ ona 2iSq Me carrier, has SOPli-

tude auros i ts upec XUzl *t about .015 $e0 ernd .3hMo,

BetwoSYL tlieue points the paotrum has the wall IajVtM

foTrmn Cootpfding ta - a tangular tiume function.

b

fd 'AA- C hnw . a IdAnflild lntOut tIMe fUnetlOn5 Used

for .omputation.

Fig. 61- Slide6 ohws the output nvelopse a oomp'itsad

7 I ftin 'I s eI a. . Slie ± Rou a .ot5 r nh of Above

5 and 6 mod~ifad hy bed pass response limito of system.

The P.M, nature of the distorted pulse Is apparent, We have

thus obtnined a lonFg pulse by diapenmlon of a short one.

Undiapersion iA neoeea.y for a oomplats system. This appears

to need a network with a phase iharaoteorstio complementary

to the dispersinS lattice*

We avoid this awkward cumponcrt by inversion, nt of

the retwork, but of tho apeotrum applied to it. This may

be done by heterodyiiing the !ignal with a carrier of frequenoy

29w, at some point in the reoeiver, The frequoney funczion

BEG RET
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*now hasn terms Of' the Vovnh -

-I-, wi,

s Ach ona of which curries Uw pha~se functiorn e.
modifim'i by the apvroPrinte frequency trmnflctibn.

Sy filtering we select the terms

slid 1dP14 !ro

S,/
eah nd as' who ,r~, in is norgna avr."

reapeott',ly where

and

so, that the signal freo'jenn-y function now Is pr,,porttonal to

A46 1t eii

This signal it now applied to en identical lattice to the

one used for stretching. The frequeuy function now becomes

propor tional to

fl r- - --
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When this is demodulated the resulttnc ofat. may

be ocrauldered as a further heterodyning with frequency L, ,

followed by a Literaig or the zonoi'nenta centered Pmout

zero rrequenoy, These vaqartents take the f ozv

f I, 4V' ^I' 11 . II . I

The original. fraquecoy tunction has apparently suffered a.

phs distortion due to thec overall phase oharaotetrietio

+ ,)

Slid. # 9., Fio. 9 shows this phase diutortion (now
ealnt.ni'rd sio.uto wtro frequeny) ad it ia a Cnpi ;f nature

that over a oonuidersble range the departure from a linear

frequency variation is very small. The line.' phase slope
corresponds to di'tortion ess transmiusion with a te. deli7,,

provided the whole system ot requenoy trantlaticmas and

filtering is £ linear circuit.

hae theoretical phase distortion due to the lattices

may be computed easily If parasitic repitancem and losses

tare ignored We hove found in praottoc that the a Ii-

tars necessary to select frequency haterodynin products

SECRT 2-q, t
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tntoduce niurs dirtfortlu& thn t- stretch rmnd ennrresh

operAt onfi. P'ase eq"alization is nf coursaepoasible, but

we hnve not found it necesnsrI thia systom to date.

242., Choice- of interin jarameteru.

It ia a dtstinot advantage that the simple lattl, e

filter mees' the requirements of phase oharaotoristic with

the ease, r eonntruotion resulting from having all inductors

and oapaoitoru identical, Attendant disadvantages are

that 2hUAt oAetlity In tQLc inUU-.v nrinsa~wk W'--p

ae t for rd will "t'iat the fItor peas band. Tests

wore mode on sub oasomblies of 0 filtst seotions to deter-

mL.a that tho design frequen-y of 375 MO was Satisfactory.

The 6fpaec radar pulse to a prerecbaieita end may be hatled

(Vitn some resolution losn) when odulated on a.21 Mns. 1e

wide percentage bandwidth here 1.t necessary to realize tbi

mextzii mf the wanted form of Phase distortion wi th result-

ing stretch ratio in a practical number of lattioce cotions,

Pig. 9 shows the overall phase ohermoteriatic of the

lettac stretching nnd Ocuresaing, A mall shift of =a.

born In practice makes this oLve have a slightly wider pass

band ' t the expense or a dip at band center (like a Tohebycheff

approximation) with 5" maxima overall ripple,

The pulse envelope of the system so far is not Idea3
far a high powar radar,, o the pulse is eqnteed up b7 y pli'-

tude limiting mnd tire gating. This process renders invalid

SECRET
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.,the linear circuit analysis given above, but the- efeot_ are

not too aeiious In prnictice; 11 -o'd advar tu a may be takon

of the situation in-the recoivorl no will bo seen pripsently,

One may note hat time gating 'a stretched pulae corvas-

ponds approximataly to bnnd initing in the frequency plans.

For use in a rnder the *225 Ho carrier frequeny must

be heterodyned up several tim'eA, The f'irst upward oonversion

4a nnln .uIwswi Aim, tc,, thA %?.dA rcerntage bandwidth.

Slid* 10. Pig. 10 la a block diagram of our istorttd

Die aignpl bandwidth id rominally .15 M% either side

OVtre ociricter, t5 j it, atrator.oa or u~rotcnca. uotai lip Lec

9 Mc avoids the signal seond harmonicj and the conversion

trequenny And It.e hprrtn!o , so tit a ra!xer filter combina-

tion is in theory possible. In practice phase distortion

at band limits is a dlifficulty rnd bnlanoed square law mixers

are used.,

Efieouive gating is necessary and so is limiting to

givf, a square envelope radar pulse. This is done at a low

enough frequency to avoid gnto Thrsknge and high enough to

avoid gate rise time components

lide 11., Fig, 13. is r. photograph of the .9 Mc dis-
torted radar pulse nfter squaring up ean gating,

S EC RET
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Further mixLng up is conventional, The final aumpl]Ifer

Is pulsed on the screen in '.nchronlm with the. long pulse.
| .I

The atop niJe la. each hot.c.rcdvn .ip mixing ntnte after

.9 M nllow mor*4. freedom of ehoice than below .9 Ma, The

signal 3rd heruionio is ovnided in Ral chas and balanced

aquare low tubp mixorn nro used. Rnltlnn to bnlrnoe saelec-

tive filters are used to orctrnt the wnntnd conversion pro-

dutt It is S1'mhkauiaed th., .. tl& .)uis leflgtf trans-

znittd is iO Asa 0, th; 8ril. :.- ind is dsi -nod for tho

otidnal band limited 6 auce Tu-he. This bandwidth to aesily

aceomodated sbove .9 mde whilt bii=rinF, st leost 4-- d. rejesction

of unwanted nearby myer Trodctn, Phnae linonrity in the

filters, is of more impor;;.nco than nmplitude linearity, paL-_

ticularly etnot the long pu]so envelope has been predistorted

,y the Pate and I ter th, { .inj AYqh t.. , . , Ml-

mitted pulse1 and is hrnidled by Ulnas C power stages,

2.3. o Pulae Receiver,

Slide 12, Fig.-.l shows s block disra oP the raeneiver.

This is conventional nic ftr as the 30 Mr!. 1,F. noplifiar. The

lame conversion frequencies as in the exciter ave used, But

adjaoent targets will! produce the uimultanaoun presence of

more than one long pulse in the receiver sectionn ohad of

the compression lattice 'llter, This will result in orosa-

talk, signal capturej nnd loss of roosolution if the stag&e

are not linear,

SECIMET
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It is thus neeossary to use a minimum of gain ahead

of the lattice on this aoOuD.t. After compremrion, recu-

tion is not marred by nonlinearity and a oonventiona'. pulse

IF ampli-fler and demodulator ,..ay be used. This letter IF

amplitier provides the major part of ths neoeseary receiver

gaino The received long pulse is not one whilhi will reoom-

bin. exactly in the reoeivor. This is due to the limiting

effected in t u oxuiLr. T146 ptL
1 ., l ..s iid"f*k' 6eaa4t

of both its low and high trequency components and La essen-

tially a constant amplitude frequency group. The reeoiver

nelaoivity uses this pre-emphasis to reduce its noise band-

width. The .9 Ho band pass tilter gives 15 db attenuation

at the ends of the pass band, while proriding low accompanying

phase di etortion.

S1 ide 13, Pta. 13 and Fl, AUj Slide UL show tn action

of this filter on the pulse envelope. Pulse recombination

is Imroved along with the noise figure by this apparent loss

in signal bandwidth.

Sideband inversion is aocomplished in going from ,9

Me to .225 Mot

Slide 1A Iig 1 shows the input and Slide 16. nia 16

show. the output of the o=presaing lattioz. Than is a

minimum range loss in the system set by the lO0,usee trans-

mitted pulse length, The reeeivew lattice merely delas the

SECUET
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presentation of video informtion. The reoeived signal

seen here ia actually tuplexer leakage. norrespniding to

range zero,.

The reo iv.ie-r am a fr doicribed does hot make the

most of the anti-Jam possibilities. Optional limiting at

some controllable levzl Is Inoludei in the 30 Mc IF ampli-

fier. In the limit all signalsj Ni they targets or Jautng,

wanMin tin ~ 1mA.~A vi$ -1, !!a 4Ie. 06r 4 1''- Llt 4 c fltC aht

signals will build up by 12 db (in theory) on t'he lattise

while wrong ones will be dispersed noaordtng to their bnd-

width, The gain after thc con.wrosa filter must be adjusted

to take full advantage of this, This 30 Mo ltiting is

conrlicting with Lhe overlupping signal linearity require-

ment, so in general, thare is an optimum limiting level

dopondant on Jamming ooLditiot, The AGO systm oprates

ahead of the limite' to provide this@

Figs, 17 through 12 show some 'A' scope presentations

of both the reoeived long pulse at .9.4c and the compressed

pulse at video. These are actual target achoes. The signal

to noise build up is oloarll illustrated. Fig, 18 shows

two targets Just resolvod at about 60 miles rwge, while

Fig@ 19 illustrates this on an expanded sweep, The lor;

pulses are overlApping and are separated on comprmssion,

Pi. 0 ins a PPI presentation of sosm typical targets

obtained with an 18" beam antenna. Limiting was adjucted to

S:L0!MT 9s2 9o/
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occur at a low signal i,v 710 iLjthtt nt%0110 quieti1 around
each target is appnreflt.

Thsradar to d Ata ti's orbined efforts or, m uny
ensinoera and the vr1t~mr w !-he!! Particulalrly LO give credit
to Mrs 0. J. Milllerj who Conetyoad our use or the lattice
tilten-j Mr?. A. Zvsrev, who hjilt 'th)-e nmoduln, "id Mr. ~A
WO-eli whc' did the MALhmmhntIt!.~

Advanced Developzmnt
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.9= BAND LIMITEDI LONO PU)LSE
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A LINCOLN LABORATORY COUFD-PULSE RECEIVER-EXCITER

L.C, Kraft, Jr.

ABSTRACT

A radar receiver-excite, system has been built and tried in

wht'fl the -transmitted pulse waveform is phase-moditlated or

"coded" during tkL pulse in order to increase accuracy in range

n~i~n.. on~n* e nes!y!nr! iin1lprlvinr thIs d~efl~nmz~tnt In re.

vleveJ Uriel-.y anti ttue ftutuz-tv ot V1w Litz r 3etnna.ly Wtilt

t re cdepcrPIIad The early resuts are mrntlon d.

I..

DTROLUCTION

I 19. Professo, W.M. SicL-ert indi.-nted to a symposiun of thiA Am.-

nature the possibility if constructing a large high-powered radar for early

ballistic missile detection. The esseqtial features he diseseed were based

on consideratioa of fundamental prln iples oV' detoction and par'omctcr e aima-

tion. lie pointed out the tequirements for very large average powers (on the

order of 1/2 negawatt), and very large antenna apertures (order of 4OU0 square

meters). These are ncceorr-.n.y to achieve the target signal energy required for

ihAM1 jJ-bnbiiitj' uA detection and lcwo unb:Xty . ' -a- C - - i.----

of receiver noise.

In addition, he suggested signal pariameters which are still reasonable

t nday: a pulse length of Uwo millineconds; approximately thirty-five pulses

per second; and therefore, peak poweis of about six megawatts. A unique feature1

however, was the suggcstcd departure from a eimple pulsed alnusotdal waveform,

to a phase modulated aisnsl.
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Shortly after that symposium, oppurtuiy aruoe U build ad Lo try such

a receiver-exclbtir syst.em in connection with, the RADC-GEXIPS-17 progrw. *1

purpose here tA, to deccribe the significant features of the system which was

built together with eome of the reasoning behind it and to mention the early re-

sults. The emphasis is to ue on the feature of coding. The system has become

known as the Linnoln Coded-Pulse Receiver-Exciter - and is described in instruc-

tion book detail in Lincoln Manual No.12, The ideas and realization of the

coded-pulse radar are the work of many, but particular mention should certainly

bp made of the effecrt of- Prof. Siebert, who directed the project, and Robert M,

Lerner, shu uuutriL'uted to all phases or" its conception and realization.

OUTLINE OF FUNDAXWflAI: PRINCLPLDS

I Wave mentioned that fundawntal cnnedar-tlona of 4e ttor l end parnm-

stat nt~nsttn unda2..--------t.. ,. 4A& syut. Ziere i Lu ily time for the

* oricneat outline of the features of this theory: (see rer. 1, 2, 3).

Firut, rost detection criLeria lead to the same result - namely, that an

threshold. This is true for uch criteria as minimum cost of error, minimum
inf..rmation lo.is, mininm number of erroru, and so on. Whun the criteriQn is

changed, the comput.ition of the likelihood ratio doesn't change, but the partic-

utar vajue or tnreanuii. may.

Second, the performance of the system which computes the likelihood ratio

can be described by plotting the probability of detection vs. the probability
)ffee alarm. In the eaa e 401fa ..- 1.. fall ...... : -

parameter of such a performance description is the ratio of signal enorgy re-

ceived to the no.se power density present.

On the basis of these facts one can compute the requirements for large

antennae, high power transmitters, low receiver noise figures, low syntem losses,

etc., necessary to give, say 95% probability of detection and one false alarm

per year, against a one-tenth equare met,.r target at 200 nautical miles. liveq
the signal energ'. and noise power density one specifies the detection perform-

ance without regard to the bandwidth, or pulse length, or any other transmitted

waveform parameter.

.. 9f
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Alsop ii the noi se is additive white gauisian, the likelihood ratio compu-

tation ctmp±lficG to an equivalent computation of the cotirelatiorx between re-

ceived signal and expected waveform, One way to compute this correlation is to

employ a 'ialiched Cilter.' It cwn be chown that the linear filter oatched to a

particular" expected waveform has, at a particular time, an output pr'oportional

to the c.oiilation between the actual input and the expected waveform.

A third theoictical impiicatiun is that if the received signals have pa-

reeLteLL Much as time delay, soppler frequency shift, etc., then fnr best de-

tection the correlation s ,,6 i, cjipuLed fur all vaJ.uea of the perameters

involved. The usual practice is to break the receiver into many sections that

~ t~wcorr2~LL.. ~ aL u,@uict z V5dUC ( tic jaioutre, this

results in su.h familiar devices as range gatcs, doppler filter ban; , narrow

behiu uI-Lhugu6imai' po1ilrie receive,[- etc. Many present receivers are thus

cOr"-tlatlon conpteL's; the more nearly optimum they are it] the presence of'

additive, white, gau-e:an" it ., the -.orv nearly th'y mist ae;proa&2h teing a

correlation receiver. The matched filter is a correlation computing device

wiaih, ha. Lim, pa-Licuiar prtperty o: aetermkning the correlation versus time

delay as a continuous function of time. This is very convenient when one of

the unknown parwiteters is the time delay of- the signal. An important point to

aud here _ a that onc navt.ag computcd te c3rctltic,, 10"i all the parameters

involved, the receiver has all the a posterlorl data available not only to make

detection decisions, but also to make estimates of the parameters.

Those faiiliar with the theory will recognize the fourth theoretical im,,

plcation, awimely, that the Lo relation funct.ons do depend on the particular

wsv orres which are transmitted and recelvs-4, Since paralgeter estimates depend

directly on thrise currlatlon functions, they are directly influenced by choice

uf t-u usmitte' waveform. Uniixe the questions or det~eton and CniR. slsrm

probability, which to a first order are measured by signal energy and noise

power density alone, the quality of parareter estimates or measurements depends

both on si gnal-enerty-to-noise-densitv ratio, and on the wnvefiorm paeameters. I
For exawiple, IL ha,. ufeell huW, (rei'. 2) that under proper conditions, the

optilmlu accuracy iin rmcasuremet f time delay aid of doppler frequency shil't is

I/ ti4,r
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Riven by formulau in Figure 1. (Formulas taken Prom P. Maniaase, Li-nroln Lab-
-iratorr bivioxon III Quarterly Progress Report, July, 1956)

where:-

64aran.s. error in est~rnate of time dclaty !n seconds

ar.m.s. bandwidth of' trancsmittud aignal in radians/sec.

E a energy of received signal wtt-cec.

N a no ~se power density watts/cpa (single-sided spectrum)

65f' r.m.e. error in estinmaLe of frequency In cycles/sec.

T a ron.s. titrA duratto... of transmitted signal in seconds

T . piilsim 1-noth of Fi rectang'-ular eiiivclopc £ziial i. taconda

im'- left-hrsMA fz~rn-ia z , gc7 -]-,a 3)4t i' *p lh 4 4 i VI-41 H i'4,w ~ .f'

tVhe tspvcial ease of a reetanxuisr cn. etope pulse of *jnisgnrd. 11' nina oI.'~naam

to Ir-ul4lftte the trannlttel itenal. In any way that aoditi,.c tta LariWth, vr

its time duration, or its energy content, then the acciuratoles in e~atimating

parameters such as time delay raid doppler shift are lor'luenced In simple case:

Thu codcd puire re,!eiver-exciter de:vcljAiitx1t Is a direct effort to improve

rangv measurement accuracy while biriIltsnlCO;ily allowing velocity mneasurement.

TheIL Uctual chaniges In it: syultem on which the coded-pulse reeiver-excittr has

neon tested inc-ludell lengthening the pjulse to two mi]1ia-ccnds; amd providing a

par-ticular phaie rniiatlon internal to the yuaue. The .onjger pulse increases

slinal. energy which improver, both detectioni performance ana pc~ztncter measure-

meit. lte len&th nf i-ha nulseq rzli a dzpplcr* d ~ usf.aj .ii Puls

only. The ph~se moulation increases bandwidth and thcaei'ore the accuracy of

raj.ge m~easurement.

REASONS FOR CODED HJdt,

Thera are a variety-of' reasons why a phase modulation or coding of the

transmit waveformn may be useful: coding may Iiprove ia axe measurement accuracy;
It way improve certain resolution propertica; 11 may thalw lcngcr pua-bes and

'nnr sinaienergy whtlle maintain.ing or improviz.g accuracy and repolution; It

-56-
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,may lnfhcenae Jamming effecti veno. ; Uphiuticated codir. ma; reduce the prais-

billites ofI 'spoor" JewMing; particular wtveforms may be -umed to redlice certain

receiver complexities; and there are other possibilities. In the coded-pulse

r:ceiver-exciter only the advantage of improved range adcuracy was sought.

IM, FEATURES OF T.!E CODED-PULZE RADAR. AS -YPprlD, .KXPF.PRIMNTALLY

The coded-puls radar pulse i- two milliijeconds long. This enables .ab-

termination of doppler frequency on one puIse only, to. within about 30 cycles

per second fu±' a rcaaonably strong signal (9 , 8L). tAur lope was for about

100 c/9 accuraoy when the system errors were all takepi into account.

i~u uaiinlC sPhaee muQAu1ui.Q iii tt J~iwud~d~u a.i~.l~au&J ttd

it up ntm nyr h'nvrtrcid totimj nr Pmi-ntinr-1, epwht [if wiih tuAy ian W usi l t

or negative with respect to the othrcJ. It. 1F as though a long pull" af -inuscid

Wo'n --. ),ti.ate.ed -by. a neqnenco of one tv.ndred plus or minus ones.

&iw rauauuu fut aue i't.1g biiuci E muuidutltji art fi'Lu Lha Llit, ps'uper'tivu

of the waveform can be made uitaLle for our pu'por;eo and useeni that generation

erste tle waveform diAired fnr trananm-tte r pulsp ptaiflfnAPMA it iA alAn rcqil rlr

to ba able Lu tualbLuueL e h=ele dirrereL~, matched filtes to cover the doppler

rlage t)f thia system.
.Alter juggLing the requireiLs for. the many special filters and the soma-

what noiaelike waveform with the various possible hardware schemes, it was de-

cided to implement a delay line filter bmnk. A Buitable acoustic delay line

with ,one hundred output taps was ,devc iupd culleu-rrr.ly with the cuanut'uctiull of

Llie syat u - an..d it wurkedt.

A iiaplfied blck diaiwuwu of the system OshoVT, in Figure 3 indicates how

the delay •line is used. The conventiual pw-L, or die systm arc shown in

simplified form. Th selector Lwteh in th right-land position allows a twenty-

julicroccond pulse (tour cycles (if a two-huntred-kiocycle sinusoid) from the

pulse generator U) be applied to tie bandpa.a delay linv. At each of the one

hundred taps a delayed version of the pulse is eblained; these may have cither

positive or negative polarity (each v.rtlica tap line on Figure 3 represents

two lines - one plus, oiye minus - in the actual .ystem). Either positive or

-57- .'; 7oq
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negative is connected to the tinui bus shown ".d finally ff d to thi- remairjer

o' the exciter. The net result is the waveform ashown in Figure 2.

Piare 3 also indicates 't6 use of the de,a y line in fo,,ing the matched

.'oppler filters for the receiver operation. In'this case, the selector switch

Is in the ltft-hand position and the receiver c.bnnected to the delay line, As

indicated there au'e adding networks of resistoz!r from the one hundred delay line

taps to a number of doppier buses. These resihtor networks together with the

delay line form linear filters which are good pprotimationo to the de.ired

matched filters. For example, the matched operation of the zero doppler filter

may be easily described. Assume a signal lik.i the transmitted aignal has been

rrroielvd And fed to thp dplay line, . L.' metb-Aly' noe-esnry to @wvntet all the
udding reais*-,ors of' the zero d pplr but to the posjtve or negat.ve. l1rw te^

in such a way as W undo he code - make all une hundr-d contributtons Add in
phase - and the maximum output is achieved. No:other connection can possibly

give a larger signal to noise ratio. It should be noted that to mak tia hap-

pan, the plus-nmnus sequence of the trarsmit us connectLion Is simply reversed

in time (end for end on the diauram of Ttauro ) in farming ,hp wparn nlrv.

cnnetinn.

TDi filter for adoppler shifted signal differs first in Lhat two buses

are required and necond in that the resistances of the adding networks are chosen

so as to introauce wexgnin functions. ine weighting runctions required and

used are cosine on one bus and sine on the second, henoe the names on Figure 3.
Consider a doppler shifted signal at the antenna, the doppler effect is

one of over-all time expansion or contraction of the waveform. After mixing,

which preserves phase shifts, all the phase reversals of the original coding

are present and also there are the additional eyelets due to the doppler shift.

If the doppler shift is five hundred cycles, there is o)e additional cycle in

the two-millisecond pulse length. Buoh an extra cycle means the zero doppler

bus signals are progressively out of phase, and add up to zero. One w3y to take

this phase due to doppler into account would be to use a matrix of phase shiftersj

set the phase shift to correct for the phase due to the doppler and add the out.

puts. Seventeen hundred phase shifters at modeiate bandwidth'tookid formidable

aria the sore economical resistor matrix shown was used as a wry out.

-58-
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n re1ctgor wclghtlng opcrat± n J. a1~n rzathemattca2.,y In Ti~ure.. The

desired Impulse response h(t) in expandd into two parts by simple trigonometric

expansion. The first tt'm of the result in the same as the Impulse reaponac of.

the zero doppler channel exeept for weighting by the cosine (w,(t-t)] function.

Therefore, this pa. of the desired filter was formed exactly as the tezo .doppler

filter except that the value.s of thc adding 'iresstors are chosen to produce tLhe

desired conine weightin.,

To be exact, the sine weightcd portion of the filter ohnuld have a sine

wave carrier inSLead ol a cvulne carrier for its impulse response. This might

be obtainel wt.h quiadrature local cncillatorii And a second delay line; or.by

Li;oiwit1ehLcd iuuub bMFiur However,

for ~ ~n.1 tlgratlo: 1---*i4.'A aalltonc, 1tr-0VP
by sine weighting the same cosln'. carricr - dctectIng anvalaoes on each bie and

adding aftee. detection. Thic results ijn roughly onfe db detection ioss and also

In inability' to separate positive wad nSative duppler shifts, which were reason-

able compromises in this particular system.

'l DWLAY LINE

Figure 5 and Figure 6 are photographs of the delay line used in. the coded-

pulse radar. It wau conceived and developed concurrently with the rent of the

system. It is an nxcoutLc line of 1/16 inch tnvar rod made in six sections,

having total delay of approximately two millineconda. There are amplifiers

between sections. The input tranuducer is a plezo-elcctric bariu, tl.Lauate

cylinder approximately-1/4 inch in diameter and 1/2 inch (or 1/2 wavelength

at ao Kc) long. It operates in the longitudinal or piston mode. The magneto-

atrictive property of the Invar is used for output transduction. A center-

tapped pk-off coil sendwrhpd between two coils providing d.c. magnetic biasing

responds to changes in w-aknetic flux cau3ed by mechanical stress in the invar

rod. The Input operates at about 500 volts peak-to-peak which produces approx-

imately 200 m7ilivolts peak-to-peak across one aide of the output coil. Inset- 0 1
tion loss i largely in the coupling of the transducers; about 20 db at the input,

40 db at the outputs, and only 2 or 4 db along the line. Bandwidth ib apisoxi-

mately 100 Kc, mainly determined by tht half-wave input transducer.
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.7' The resistor matrix Is ,InIt6d -UOhild 1.h 00 ,1e I In . i..J., hiure( u'lws

one or the three shielded boxes containln 13W of the required 400O renlAturs.

THZE OUTlPUT SIONAL

You wll recall that the waveform is "du'-coded" in thw ... ictor matri;t

when the long.two-milllsecond pulse is all present in the delay line. Aj the

acoustic signal moves along, all one hundred outputs do not !ontiLne to adtd In

phase a ill a much lower output ruults. The output from the ;de'ri mached filter

should have the shape of the cva 'elotior, function for the signal being used.

Figure 8 is the correlation function at zero doppler shift for the plua-minus

icvding used in the.,Lincoin System,

plrLi-ular -hannel are 12 units as shoWi,. It is UCCaUse Ltk d('1tWr peak W'

" pIke" Is so narrow that nore aecurate tim delay f aurmt It poSsilble. An

uncoded pulse of pure sinusoid has a triangular-.haped correlation function much

wider than the spik., of Figure i. It Is Lecaunc :he side "hash" Is relatively

1z.w, that cou±n£ ;r:. h'h ,'rajLL: j.U ,XC4 ~t ca

extent than shown here by choosing other codes (such as FM, etc.); but reducing

the hash in this doppler channel will certaln y iwreec iL in some other chan-

nel. A search fnr oles which would maintain low hash in all doppler channels

was necessary to avoid umbiguity ijn the doppler and time delay measurements.

The largest hash level in all off' doppi, 'hwinels was experimentally found to

be about 30 On the scale of Figure 6.

The actual waveform obtained is suvwn 'n Figure 9. The eigbtee, doppler

channel outputs are combined In a d-ode "or" circuit so that only the largest

signal is present at one time. Thio is called the "greatest-of" circuit. Suchi

a combination is not the Ideal intugraitii v.Lrh lmk.-lh..A rati!_ over thc

doppler frequencies, but for large signals the approximation 'ts within one db

and is a pleasant engIneering compromise. In fact it enables one threshold com-

par'son clrcuit to be used in this system.

When the "greatest-of" signal exceeds the threshold (previously adjustd

for an acceptable false alallk rate) the system alarms und begins to photograph

the output of three of the likely doppler clhanneis. These outputs are later

" 6 0 " ." ,. ,
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:e sdreU, and with suitable interpolation the dcpler i requancy may be determined

to within about 100 cps.

A sample of one of the filmt recards of an actual missile signal is shown

In Figure 10. The outputs of doppler channiels zero and one are shown. Square

waves are superimposed for time marks (each square wave Is about 50 nautical
miles long). The square wave without signal is used for calibration purpoteso

The sweep containing the noise and signal "spike" is centered on-a true range

of" approximately 500 nautical miles. The absence of any notiueable spike in

thc: upp r trace (channel onc-500 cyclcb per secondt) indicates the. The doppler

ehift is Very near zero.

P LSLTS

The rangc accuracy in this uysItem haa to 4at- betfn l imited by resolution

o:' cathode ray oacilloacape spot ize and: film rad out. Although the theoret-

ical limit is abuut one microsecond accuracy (for a signal energy to noise-power

density ratio of approximately 100), the actual readouts are indicating about

! jazcz Varlat!ni". GCutiaiial,; kuwledgt uf ciuui. rangau ill good to about

the same accuracy, so that fixed or bias errors are at least smaller than

10 4sec.

The dopplei frequeney maeureinte have variatlon2 -which: nearly the

computed values. The few test results indicate r.m.s. variations loss than )0 cps

for strong signals. Two system errors have appeared somewhat worse than antic-

ipated, Fir.t, unequal gain in the doppler amplifier channels results in dop-

pler measurements biamea as much as 50 cps. Second, at very low signals, the

envelope detection has introduced similar bias errors.

ADDITIONAL 'Y.TE2M FEATURES

The Lincoln Coded-Pulse System has a number of additional features which

should be mentioned. First, a hard limiter (limit levels set at a -fraction of

the r...s. noise voltage) Is Included in the recelver, before the matched filter.

It has been experimentally determined that such a limiter degrades detection

performance of thiz type system less than one d.b. It has the advantage oi

keepin the Llse alarm rate constant, without other dain cont,'ol. In addition,
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the imit;ig reducec %he effeAs of impulse int-"ference.

In order to reduce the loss in detectability for eignals having doppler

shifte etween two channels, intermediate channels are formed by the artifice

of adding outputs from adjacent pairs of the doppler channels described above.

These iriterchannel doppler signals ar't coinwned and applied to a threshold cir-

cuit which w,11 cause a system alarm when activatid.

:Since many meteor echoes of shurt (one pulse) duration were anticipated,

the threshold circuits have bcen arranged to alait only when a large Bignal is

present in the same 10-mile range interval for two of three cuccecivc pulsc

intervals.

1. W.W. Peterion, T.G. Birdeall, W.C. Fox, "Theory of Signal Detect-
ability," Part I a.A II Tech. Report No.11. Electronic Defense
&soup, Univereity 01' Michigan, 19!J. Also avallaule in 19>4,
Symposium on Information-Theory, Trans. I.R.E., PGIT-4, September
1954.

2. P.M. Woodward, Probability and Information Theory with Appliea.
44...-... 4 it- f4.I. IEI

3. W. Siebert, "A Hada- Detection Philosophy", Trans. I.R.S. POIT,
Vol. IT-2, No.3, September 1956.

4. Lincoln Manual No.12, Vol. I II, & III - "Coded-Pulse Radar
Receiver-Exciter or Radar Set AN/FPS-17," 1 March 1956.
(Title: CONFIDENTIAL; Manual: SECRET)
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Matched Filter Synthesis tbrough PbIse-Diviorto
Ne turik&U.

by Steven N. Susaumm
Helper, InS. Research Dejaifleat

M aubject ot this paper grew out on 09e pbaeo at a Itudy coantrac

pertormed by Mielpsr tog the Signal Corps bgineezing Lbortorsa.* Brodly

:.rmkifh the problem is the dest oti mathed. tiltex: with MoIse-lIhe Impulse

NW*inMsa The tpic will e treated i tW pert•! te tifLt Vtt relAtLg

to, some general ideas which lead to a dLi feent po.nt-or--Lw or desip pi t-

i>svp:,y hQz xJilters of this type, sWd the vecond part dflis with a spcific

.tealinat o which was constructed &ad tested in the Jboratory.

A matched filtt Ls deimnd in the stal ma a* a :419.. *,n.s

Impulse respnse is the tim*-rai a, of the applied signal, or in frekkue-y-

deniLm laa iage, the matched filter has a spe;trm which is the Caajm te of

DUSW 051 WZ IR flISD Si GSI ;-WON8

. a or trestuet we. iclude, in addition to the watched filter,

the gs rattsg ftlter, the ou whose impulse responst is the desired sigal.

ls short, we ate speaking of the situation pictted L Pigoe 1. N Iis the

generating filtcr or tiamnfitter Lad N 2 is the moatched tilter or recoLver.

TA comlte deSfziu iin of he system to Mch teth v V W4 Isps.
were applied will be give, at a Symsia ona ILectrai Counter Comater-
easures to be held at toe Air Developmest Center in October 1957.
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H1 (Jw) -. () e"l)

2 (js) A A2(m) * -'8 0 (s)

Mtched Filter adit ifst

& Cm) ) £. d)

Figure I

1i

The tans:' (tictia of tbe two filters are denoted s in equation (1). In

order to satisfy the cftdition that II1 and Hl, be casjlate, we require the

relations show in equation (2) tor the agnitudes ad phases. The magL-

tudes of the tuanufer functions must be elual, nd the am of the phases is

a linear funtio of frequtcy .he T in the last expression corresponds to

the delay of the systa which is necenzary to Lnure realizability. It is

apparemt ti. this that the two networks takes togetbet axe nothing more than

a deisy-lime whose p~se charteristic is split betw em N1 and N2 so as to

make the aveform between them have the desired noise-Ulke property,
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This brLns us to the next point: tht question of how to define

noise-like" in terms which can lead to network design apecfications. We

find that a very useful appisach is through the TV product, T being the

duration and V the bandwidth of the signl, isice this is the figure of

Smerit of the pulse compression avstee: we're dealing with. In tying th T

sad V seanes to the transfer funiator of the tit* we make use of same

work of P, M. Woodward on time and frequency tesolution. We employ as £

unsure et ban vidth the iavetse of Wodwtd's time resolution corntsat an

as a meote of durallon the inverst of his trequeny reseuttMs Costaat.

For tb bandwidth me&sUte tiae pertinent elatLis4 art giVen 10 oquatiOS (3)

and (4). 0 (t) is the Auto-torrelstion function of the impluse response

h(t) sad is also given as the PouLier tz&i*tor of I (jO)1 2. The effective

1'nuwedth V in enuation (4) is seen to be inversely relted to the width
0

Qf( the cocielation funltioa, snce 4 (r) I& aoztuiced to make # (o) " 1.

V can be expressed in ter&s of IH(Iw)l asL I.% eqntion (4) sad from this we

itnai rtnit use at vh nn.3 ii-n'zofl. intWisi vmaxixma wi I"V%I -&

flat over the silable bandwidth. In texts of the setworks NI and N2 this

maiar-ation condition requires both anitude functions A1) 1( ad A2 ( ) to

be constants, i.e. the filters ie all-pass.

As for the measure of duta'ion equations () sad (6) pertain.

The complete puzatlelis with the bandwidth measure is iased ately evident.

* 0.) is the complex auto-co:±elation of the spectrum H(Jw) mad TO is n

inverse measure of the width ot It* (:'12-. Equation (6) states a relation,

whose proof my be round in reference Is, which holds only tar noise-like

S CJ/- 7'o 4SECRET
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f ± IT" jk j (4,

-0,

21-l o 1 " 1To mazimize W -H jw cOnstant

O0

o) H: (tc l' +(J.

o) It 0,. e O f RmI( iw)ReIT(ya a X) dw (6)

co 2

-

To maximize T: 0 RA decays rapidly
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dapuIse respouses, nely thasti fis apprca.ftely equal to the aute-

eerrelatLam function et the real part of H(js). Consequently we cas state

that the durationT2 will be nerisised wien u%t) decays rapidly and remts

Sel i wth iacrsUs X. This cenditien implies tiat Re H(jw) be a "brcad-

-bj" fmtLes ot w.

We are sew La a position to specify more precisely what the net-

works N Iand N2 sInod be. The all-pass conditiot haa already been mentiomed.

Using the fact that RA H(J) m coo 8 (A). the wid-SaWt csoditams an A -H.(Js)

rI-' at ety tb& Ph4e a eon-I.early Increasing function ot W Over

the iruquIcy WM of interest,

In order to get an intuitive picture of these ideas, let us consider

a ver special, phase charuteristic for N1. a omcaa upw"d cure a shom

am igure it tbem, in order to eatlsfy the conjugate relatiouship, N2 must

have the ;onca v dmmonard clacteristic which makes the i,= of the two equal

to the inear reiatiou givina the o~~t ifli ne*- Nh ctc . i.

/
e /

/ N2/ //

Figure 2 Matched Filter PI&e Charcteristics
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oxcited by a nrrV pulse which ceutains all tzequenctis Ot interest L

essentially equal proportion. Recall now that the slope ot the phase charac.

tetistic at a certain frequency equals the delay of the frequency group which

is a narow bend of izequencies located at that point. Thezefoge, tor the

concave phase cbnactezisti.c the low trequencies are very little delayed

whereas the higher frequencies are more delayed. This remlts in an M

type of Impulse response. Converse..y tor the network N2 , the low frequencies

U6" da.tysd by Urger wloats than the high ttequenctes and consequently the

energy is* compreesed back into a pulse, in nus re& j t ~tr

b.fs Pergy of the pulse out in tine and the network K2 brings it back together

4ain. By changing the phase characteristics ot the network to a diff'creAt

nou.-liuear form %e merely change the order in which the frequency groups

aptpear is time and by aking this order rn.-Anft e tt cifa-ct c~t a randsn

st:e faOrm.,

Thca :awaial *innJi~uL tz tte desigi ot the ateW t"Itfl is in

teems of building-block netwozks which ate cascaded to ton the filters N1

Ad N2 . We find it convenient heteafte: to speak in terms ot phase-#Lope or

delay rather than phse. The tnist raph iu Figure 3 shows the phase charac-

teristic ot a typical conmnent network section. The derivative of phase ot

delay is sbown in the second graph. The LruiJaing-block u-Luorks areO Xfl-pses

and they differ one ftrom the other in that thet delay characteristcs are

displaced along the frequency axis. In casrlde connections transfer functions

are aultiplied and delays aze additive. By adding a sutfrcient amber of

dolay curves at the torn shown but shifted in trequency one can build a neatly

.S-7- 4~SSECRET
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Sect ion
phase

Delay

N .

Filter - -- - - - - - - - -

Delay

Figure 3 Network CbarateitiGS
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arbitrary delay tunctiom on tilter N'L as, tot exampOle a the third graph.

Filter N thea includes Watet wl ditional component networks are. req"ized

to make the overall delay uLtoe over the bead dif interest. 1t iddim be,

noted that the bail"ing blocks .. ed not be made all of the sa foru :al-

though it may be c=vanient to do no in practice. What is required Is suf ti

cient ftexibLlity L te cmponent networks to buLU4 up cmplicited delay

WActioms-Lan N1 whichL ca be npedsa e4 In N2 to yield & atom delay.

severl oth points Are north oting trem the laser grap. r4as:,

eo= be .tee0 t"t t e ~eul duraten a.: the^ -,,a± esir'to;'e by, t~e

range ot the dalay curve i.e. the distance betwee its m'%mm and minimm

points. Secoedly we tind that the actworks act .a mtched tilters tot a

Limited uteqpmy baud only as indicated by the constant portLonlot the over-

all delay aunw. Wth this desig method the delay wil aluys 4zop near the

edge o1 the bead. Downr, since the filter. are all-96s., frequencies within

as wel as outside the aM are passed without attemation, Therefore, in

order to eke the system optimm i the presnce ot nomais a siap-cut-off

filter cosring the band of constant delay must be iserted,

____R MI M1 PILTUR

We am turn to a particular realization of th filter which ;as

conutruc-ted ad tested is the laboratory. The setwozk design as based on

the srray of poles sad zeroes shown Lu Pipre 4 which represents an all-poss

delay-lime. The system is all-pas, since poles sad zoroes sre equally spaced

froin the J--awis, sOd the phase iq essentially a lineatr function along the

trequency axis. The btildin blocks in this case are the networks which rea-

lise a quadruplet ot stAgularities, tot example, those circled in the diagram.

-fCRET-nE r !~
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It turns out that the upsig between singularitLe along the Je4z-is is

tppzoIMAtety L so that the nuber of netwok sections required is of

the order VT, Bah quadruplet car. be realized by an all-pass ecestant -

resistance lattice or one of its e4 iwlent torus as shom in Figure 5.

Then networkma be cascaded dir.ttly wal.hout buffer stages since the

costat-resLtamce iput lapedance of cie foms the load retiatance of

the preceeding network. In our enexlaental model we used the first

bidgd- egpivaeleat arm-sinc a .it hba- only two coils and no mtn Lta-

ductancip.

The expernmiutLl model us for a rather modest TV product of 35:

a delay of 6 mJiliseconds ove a bad-width of I to 6.5 kilocycles. Operation

as 'estritted to tkis low tzequency rsage tor reasons to be discussed later.

Te kilter as CatrUcted With toroidlt Coila and plAstic 1Am CapeoLtor

of 1S toleMnce, and no pro'aLons wexe made for aLiSning sections alter

numebly -

A set ot toggle switches as psovided for switching each of the

bridged-T sectLons either into the trnamiting or the receiving filter,

This made it Poetble to deferane the vtriation of the waveform between the

two filters as network sections &so switched back sad forth. The photographs

in Fiurs ds show the type of waveforms that were obtained. The waveforms

were not hand-piekod, but were selerted by a random pro,:edure.

The appearance of the signals is noie-like as was anticipated.

MtTere is a tendency, however, tot the envelope of the waveforms to peak in

the center of the interval. This is a result ot the random selection proce-

dure which =sk. desys neasr the halt-nmy point of the overall delay the mat

-.83-
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Figure 6o. Figure 6o,
Typical Woveformi

- pJ.1
Figure Gb. Figure 6c.

Output Pulse

Figure Gd. Figure 6e.
MIsmatchea Output

Scale. Imillisec/civ.
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likely. Th Figures 6b and 6c we Sha the output pulse ftom the filter,

wtich, of comrse, is itdepeeamt of bow the aetwork sections are distributed

betweem trammitter ad receiver, We see hare the effect of the imperfections

in the mtched fLilter wheAk were mmttoned earlier. Thete is beth a high-ea

a lew-frequiay ipple prevetdLag the man output pulse. This is due to xhe

fact that the delay drops below the design Value sear the edes of the peass-

P&es 64 sa 6 sbehow the outpt avnform fa a rimatched uiPal

in applied to the receivng ztivr. in 'Figwru 6 e ftced dngel ws

especially selected to gie mll output peaks,, sters Figure bo snWs a

matched output for Mich t*e tuput avefom was selected at riados. The

inst puls lato the tuamittliag filter as held constant during theme tests,

thS permltting a diract ampl tude comparLiso song the varefoms of Pipres

6c, 6d, sad 6e.

.a' -?A %a A&&3alrble for marn resions to ojftto a system of this

type at higher freqmeies rather thma Ia the audio rants. However, a limit-

&ttns is imposed, in this particular dsigp at say rte, by the incidental

dissipatieu in the cells. To see how this coes about let us refer to the

pole-sero contiguration of Figure 4. Ideally, the poles and zers are equally

spiced from the ilagisary aisi. Noue, the inevitable levees in the ceopem-

eats will cause a shift of the pole-zero pair to the left by a am t prop-

otioeal to the frequescy divided by the Q-factor of the coil. This will

iutroduce a dip in the amplitude curve of the network section at the frequency

of its simgulaurtLes, thereby destroyiu the all-pass nature of the filter.
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Prom the coujug-te couditiofa on the amplitude, equation (2), ,A [ind that

the affect works ia the opposite direction tron that we desire of a matched

filtat, i.e. At tb. receiving end we attenuate those spectral bands which

are sceutuated at the tzansittcL and vice-versa. Zn the present design

the only ay to counter this diiticulty is to ploy coLIS with as high a

q as possible. rih frequency liattation comes in bccsuae the Q :eqssirament

goes up in direction proportion to the frequency. We are now operatiang at

the lmLit aL the state-f-ts-st in cailQ at 10 fc. JJIdLma the sm

shift is he polecer rattern at 100 ke Implies a Q ten tines 44 gr at,

wtih is preseatly sat obtsinabie.

Ia order to apply the phs.-distortion design procedurfe to an

Lt, two directiss A which this cm go; the first ins to tiqd conponents with

low Losses sucn as crystals or terites And determine if (t is possible tram

these to derive a building block with the desired properties, W the second

is to design Wildi g blocks in such i tashion that the louses appear a a

tjAt attenuation over the WWIle had ot interest Without the dp previously

mtioned. We are tzvestigating these ideas turther so as to increase the

usefulness of the phase distortion approach.

We sge indebted to Ptofessor B. A. GuilloA of .I.T. w was

I smplayed by Melpar as a eonmultmnt on the project, tor the particular retl-

Lation method for matched filter networks described above.
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TE USE 0? EPThW CODING TO DXSCrZM'INATE

AGA INST CLUI4 (C COIDRNTAL)

Rater Db=naae"

ABSTRACT

This paper rxmidsn the use of pithtee eodine (or pulse oapreso.) in

radar to obtain improved deteetion of targets in cl2utter. fte sffeetieneus

of this t*~qn tepemi an the differing spatial chsracttriatims of !the

-target md clutter in contrast rttbi tna usMa.I iai vincli Aeperd on tinj

differing tiac-Thrytag properties, With tbe asumptions of £ uimple

clutter =odel and Pa appropriately opttuis..d re-.eiver, a&W with e-huf jld of

Mnore ret' te in detection theory. at exroLt Inn as derived for the *L~g1 a-

pulse detection capability c! a ratar ope-rClUak in Lbspeae or both

clutter and additive white rrrever'nnlate Frcai the exprssion it is seen

that. AIeteettam nerfnruanrp :q ritA'v rtiatpei tr' i-no q-rTnM nt thou

trasmitted eial and, generally ipeskiag, :S4InIVei &i .beUq bawIviMt ntf

the tranamitted uignal is incxeasoed ResultF f"r clutter noise on4 or

receiver noise only appesa~r as upecla~l eases. The implications of these

results far pulse codling (or pulse ccmraaaion) in radar a discussed.

the research in t doctment was ;ttvwrorte4 JoIrttly by the Arw, Navy,
atk Air Pores tnds'r contracet with *;e )Esnchuetts Institute of

Staf Washber, Lincoln Laboratory, Massacbsetts Institute of ?echnwlog.
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I, lntroduetiQM

Before prooeedicg with a t-heoretical discuasion of the ayplicability

of pulse coding to obtaining Improved radar detection of targets in

clutter, let we r-.wiev brieftly the connection bebwetyir tite terms "pulse

coding" and "pulse comreasio?."

For a radar receiver operating in the presence of additive white

aussian noisie, aaderu sLatiaLcu. detectior thcory lndcateu that

optima receiver performance cAn be obtained with the aid. of a flue w

fiLes WILIJ 10iatCZa4 tc, zthc ' 4:Ctctd r ;-=-I r, iAtr h * ha.

a utAlt impulse response which lb simply a time inverted replica of the

e3ectod raar return. I P '3" The sgnaln (t) and noibe are fed lnto &

matched fliter rith unit imulse response h(t) - a! - t).

- r A CND FTIT

I is an arbitrary time delay factor chosen so that h(t) satisfioe the

realizability ondition

h(t) - 0 ' 0

In the frequency lain the filtrr re ,inte in given by the ezpreusion

shovu in Fig, 1, Yhere u(f) and (fl are the Fourier tranmsforms of h(t)

and u(t), rnspectirely Then the output of the matched filter y(t) is

equal to the ronvolution of i(t) wvith h(t) plus a noise tom

SECRET
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y~) f~sz~t &)dz +'AO**iCR T - t + s~ds + noise

901 t) * noise

where yP(r) is the autoonrelatioc fuctica of a~t). Detection is

performed at approxUmtel time t - T where the sisal eutocrralatioc

fn tioc at the flaput of the filter raches ttu peak.

matohe& to a dolor" replica of 're trumited G1041, the si"pul

pulse at the output of Le matched filter will& aiu be the auto-

correltion f ation of the tranaIttd algual. If, for verious runme,

ve desire to bave (in m mn e ; a nu zn" .na ". -± um.tws Ck.v a

abort coMred to the trauItted pate lwoth, it wil be nnmt7 to

cod!,ei.e. litude atd phase rifulate, the trw ttd pulse in order

to Increase Its batiwidth appreeiably beyod that for the imoodal pulse.

Ni.. ospression, a tea taken to refer to a proce .s vhereby a relAtivtly

long low amplitude pulse is converted to a relativay &-bm h* aqltl t

pulse, Is brout about auteatica ly by the matched filter dsen the

transitted pulse has been coded. Thus, ?or ow purposes, th, torms

"pulse cupressi i" atA Rpulse coding" are synonymms and the term an

be used interdsfeably.

Reasfi'ng that the erocorrlation function is the Fourier transforam of
of the sial3. sag spectr, 'a see that the requirmen an the shape
of the outpt pulse can be ezesed la tems of requirements cm the aape
of the siga aner spectru.

SECRET7I
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A nmber of pozstle advantages can be cited for the tse of pulse

ccuresaion or pulse ooding in radar. Among them we have

1. Increased range capability with the use of longer radar

pulses vhile range accuracy and resolution are maintained

or improved over that att.tinab! e with a short unooded ple.

2. Increasel capability against Jaming.

3. Increased ability to maintain a constant false slat rate

in the nceiver.

k. Ai, in cuirtain situatlmna, 'ran thA abhili~ty "~ ehtaIn

reduced receiver ccmplex!+r hein nrecisl types of pulse

nO&$r are 1I'Sed

clutter thrugh the use of pulse cueooi,.-, which is the subject of this

paper, was suggested to the autbor by Dr. Rober+ F. Ilaka of the M.I.T.

ltnco.LR iaoratory.

UI. Ans4ysis of the Problem

let us now consider a conventional pulsed rsdar in which the doppler

shift on a mingle ra&ar pulre is negligible? That is, the signal pulse

reflected from a polut target Ict simply ra delayd and attPeinted version

of the tranimitted pulse. O the sweep return from a single pulse, then,

we oeplately ignore the time-varying properties of both the target an

the clattez. Foflcving the procedure used by George, 4 the space surrounding

the radar, appropriately veighted with the antenna bea pattern, mar be

SECRET
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cnidert a a line filt*- whos transfer characteristic is charaterized

by a uit Impulee rempo nfation. *ich in denoted W(t),

w(t)

The tranmaitter generatud the trasmitted pulse, denoted p(t), ±ah is

en reflected ftm objects in the spane nrouiig the radAr. This

process is equivltent to passing +dt) through the filter W(t) to produce

the reflected vavefors w(t) which Dresents itself to this rpimavsw- atlnn

With necerLve noise, where v(t) is given cy

ye can Imagine, without loos of generality, that p(t) Is generated 1.n t

tranmitter by sending a spike or 5-function into a filter with impulse

response p(t), and the above block diagra is equivalent to the following.

I I
MOM=

-Nola
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be.a the frequency respowo fAet ion of the first two filters taken

in eries isoC1.Dly the product of' the frequenoy resonse fSnLUwJ for

the ecparat filtcrs, these two 1 iltex' Wa be Laterchanged without

affecting v(t). IM

Lw
In or-dax to proceed furthetr we must aseisa£ model for the -Auttur

n4t!,n ti^ anise Mr PA +a m'irnua4 n t aavula that the titter oclae

of a largo ra&14 44!etribut& ramble of very r!.-U Lw~epeteat point

scatterers. That is-,

Wvt) U AB(t -t + say6t " tk

signal. Clutter no ,Ise
termi term

Mhe first tarm Is the rcopocr'e ofl the point target to a trnmitted

6-fimetton. The apylitude A is T~itte, corretkponding to the fact that

the cross wvection is finite) viiir the time delay t1a meaksuress the rnge

of the target. The neeml imn robprepente the clutter repponse to a

85fimetion w"d is a !"11 Cf ftjIIrfl3rift*Ply spitude weigteC and delayed

B-functions eorreqio!4ing to the point scatterera of the c.flter adel.
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?l. L Is and tIs are taken tr, be tydependent- random variables. Comniert

aiat-w I of mnpg, aunt cetry wsfl so that tbe inverse fourth poaer

or rang. wa other gitricma factors rcan be igored across the lnarfl.

Then the tbIs are uiformly distributed aeroas the .wtenvai. £attifl our

model for clatter approach the lIwImt In which thje dlttribation of t ILI

ever the interval is iaPfinitely &mfte knd tbF %'5 ar* lafnteial, W

cbt~asa Vw%a vtc a a. mstheattrslty, ecactiy mnlooua to tUs shft

effect. tam. the elwttr woise at the input to the, filter gt)O ini

Tig. Iit 16egtnJlent to white @wmesian aelse.

%f v(ti, Shi& is the otpt of --be p(t) flttr yM Ii thp u*n-ge

jPreaiA~ to the radar re'r17'!r, to gff1 l b

signal rlitter

uae. a%(t) fit the resul~t of passin white gSscaisn clutter !rise tho

the ,A(tl filtr. 3 &Cefo tho 1I+I fPiltftr hnffs a mnactral transfer f~mctioa

g1 lven by IjU( P) I2 t(ii f4 Pmlo' r ed gaufalan D0I#C vli powe

spectrum wI t a f) th in propc'tionnJ 10. Uby energy spectrum oft the

tranamaWIAt sigwa. hai n

where c is a praportionality canstt. VbIeb aiepemiu 3sA 6" itenaty of

the ebrtter. Wi~ng the ceptured wnot fre a the cJ.uLter to the SMLiive

'This fact has been noted by arn- sae l m rek, ref er*.uce 6.
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white pussier reiceiver noise with noispe r per cycle VJ2, end noting

that these two noises are. tndepeSdeat, tM result is colored Saussian noise

mith Power upmnn 3(f),

The problam presented to the receiver Is a hat or detecting the

returned radar siga1 Ms(t -t)in the prefee of eclared. gaussian noise

DprkT vAt 3atmur George' -have independently or4tosad signal fttwotabittty

theory to IncIude the aute of a hovn 1r1"41 U~ colored aussian aoise.

if a s U W voltage apwebrua of tUs aigws.1 ma N(r) Lo Ut6 $-~r AesUhu

of the noise, Lbey have shown that the trcanfer fmcn! onk of the opUaa

ftte is girn by

share T I. a conveniently cJ'naon time delav. Note that in tb Ciite niMe

ens K(r') 1sa constant anid the .m~bove expreasion beccues tho transfer

ftaatioa oz *bhe usuni. aitched fit irr. Mhe above ftitor in rnflUy the

geneaslizatiun of'I *A mis~tohed rinzer to the colorod noise ce. The flak

sipa-ta-noise power ratio obtainted with the above filter is given ty

isf i f

For our proble

Sir) r v t .? ft t AUt) e2if
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I s(r)1 I- 2" Uf1

Alo reafll±4 that i(t) K jID .tf)1 2 aM subtitutit; tin the above

mesa tan, we have

Crtt

bte qa"t Is a goidas ur- of the ulAgle palge datlan

=Wmbifty ftick is available from the aptium racelver,. teore, Ln

order to aminnis h rdtecton apability we inst dose, the parmwers

ua ihe riir .yasw t,, u ~a.sw'a t no catsits A &ad eare

4fenie by the sture af the target, the clutter cad the gematrical

pursoters of the system. tu. thin diacussion we aaumaLhat the..

parameters are not at our disposabs

co a enetly -biam sgal, P. (probability of dettetion) &-enrua P7
(probaaility all flse aLlma) etrwves given in refereuce 3 am be used
it om repaces 2v/K. by (8/1) 0,~ In practice, the rot; radar
aLgal is mo encly bann bamwae of inmnn parameters such am tim
dasy&7. For a givn PD the u~knwn perameters have the effect of
Imscraamng the false airs= rate by an amount vck wa deped as the

&Wep of trsanmirted digmal wnreftor. Uowaver, far the level&- atck
most radars operate the jnneae in false aiw.um rate istronhad by
these 'm1'i-o parseter. doans ot seriously derAhp the siguml ddtuctahllity.
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It iofretineret to etaie tbA peamcboZ (5/I) on

u~t), that ism the depean cea or the a~p4. Gatc*tiUty sa the treaittSd

eLp-alunozu. thee wre mseeral ooao3.usioma wich are lsdIatJq

apparent flau the ewneion for (8/t))apt
1. k wema clutter iso presait, thAt in when C . I0, apN~t

depands 0u0y OR the tttbO? the aipul eaerg to noise

power Per cycle wt the rieveicir. ThewoQ"e we hare the

we1-oa resat tat the Letetionapabiltty epadi

oW$ ca the esrga or %A* treamiti.4 puint T&.-t

its ahqC

2. In s heLmit vwer Laermal moist is negligible, that is

whee N"a 0 (or where the clutter ntvrn onrpoveu the

receiver noise), the lntegrh'A is a constant adM 9X)Ct

diepumis o&4y on the effective sy'ta beadith. ibis

N.i. %an rn4 nttA _-=t $-r JIMr f4 Uh3it

Im particular, the detectability does not depecit on the

trawaitted pulse emerg.

If there t~e o r xatrlatiaa ta pulee energy OA pulse hoawlhth,

it to also clear frcu the above e~pressinu that ($/X),~ an= be asis

large as Ye plase by choosing ji(i)j12  to b 'suflleatJ~ broad and flat

versu freqinoy For the purpose. of thlm slysi, a4tO? t4

ftis concluiason ispet. aritoafl on the clutter modalve whicaa
beens aad. In a practical ra4sr situat ion the conclusion my not
b~old, because of the discrete or panulmr nature of the clutter.
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nrukiamt ca the ghs~g of the trasmitted pvleat can be derived bW

flmg s*Jnat to the requirewts that the pua* emnrg sad

pUlse bIenewdtae f1~. U3St is,

PgS) 2 at - fu(f)12.r a (a finite conastt)

and

V(f) 0 unless t1  fr t 2  or -r 2 irS4-f 1

wheoe At f2 T , In T alnd the -aa1l 8lesyst= WarIAt the

fl~LWXAtdIe Or (S/A) i a struisb~fouf ruhlmu in the slain of

nacaG JLQ LB a 7WIroysi*.e~ AMSfoUL. 16 av. 6bamA Wwi upntrm

of tM txuamil-tted pLse sb*Wt be flat cmr the avaiabl freqsioey

bead. 'T"' rsstt UitiSmlpeslst of the ocastest e, and hunmoe is

U ttpeudaet of tht fretica of the noise is Atm. to the receiver ad

wat fraction is 4m. to th, clutter. Thum, vt trattittel pulse which

* has a flat apeatria ever the avaflable syetem beafvidth is otin wAre

the asset reitrioticas both at short roagee w eflutter voice tr-jdk

t3 preimdstr ad at long tangos wheare thnrai noise toes to pixiainte.

PantetbiteaUj it ma be remrked that the roquiraeU which hae begu

derived on the gmetrem of the tranmitted pulse are Identical to thes

reijuiresats which would be derived by mtinImn fqtdtjt the Istee
of the Atgwen utooonestion function, subjeact to the sees restrieties.
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The optimized piUse ensrw spectra= IU(i)1 J'Ahou]d therefilr,: citiu.^

(/ Mt for f in A
Iu(r)12

Subtituting th"isnL the eqnreusion for w81C~ e otain

%ts cpt,opt dentesn the fact that 11/I ham been optimited both with respect

to the choice of receiving filter ad hqe of transit ted voasto. V'

this evenstau the desirability of having large At UL rdn-r Wu uwInijkLv'

thn *tmri of clutter nise ad Uarn 3 to .'IimItc the eFfect of ,'eeelwsr

noa.ae in efl~spt. For a pulse radar which In peak paver limited I will he

proorioma to the pulse length. These two requiramsta large yte

omr. ejIM lucL !VM S Ag !Wa*A4 14aI haaiiLm4" a iIA

have urzge tine-bandwidth product. In other vords, the trsnaitt--A rztie

smueL be ended or phase modulated to rcd~ ata-badh rd

uubstantiafly greater thm al nty. For the optimized pulse energy epettut

the returned clutter noise rpectula as wU; as receiver niqe viii be fiast

aver the sipbal beedvidth mad therefore the optima receiver filter taunt

be th;u usual nthed Altar which results :ea% the asu~ton it vbIte

geussien, baekpmzat noisee. fOn s1mml waveforz whIch approimately

oatttfiesi tht optima ponditions derined here is a pulse it-tb rectanrillerp

envelop. and a canterT with linearly svapt frequency, where the pulse

.;-iaMianrnj e--- n---i..Cn A h"uit - h

pulse in wrh larger than one-.
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It -Is of taet to ask wi6% are scin of the basic liaitationa ou

*the p~Ie cb4I~g uir pulim ompress ion techniqu sa a aim for obtaining

inprove& 4aesctiom of targets in clutter. Aus f'roz obvious pratical

difficlties associated with obtaining tremattin and teceiv±ng elsotAloi

caguts to hanle wider bfltlth aIgnls, Up" are basic IamtatImas

a to St StUsid wrfferUti or clutter Atwefl. tbmelve. am

Inhaet gcsoityr of t clutter alab M"' Ufl am A take Ito

01lUsad Int te d--sisI la .awt cluttwr. Fm flsl divide and

randa~ distflbka tmp o a latter suc as WpIitUtl (and to sm

nvamt 4dMf) the wrefu uyfls bctwitth bt 1z probbly quits lazP t'ut

of large point moatterer (large rooks, cliffs, bufldina atertonre,

etc.), the %"ful bf my be much Smaller. A seoca limitation on Ain

durn W u. as insm ue twiset MtWLs inot a pint, but Is acttal2 a

distrIbuti, satterer. Rasable target dimeuuicma suggst a usefal

syste batvid= is the viainity of 10 So.

What abeat the cmatbi2.Lty of r-Oe omressom teasiqus vih

pulues-to-pulee latagratica technques salylug Iflf PfMWia tM+t ;he

pulse coding does not change frnass pulse to the ext, palss puss. at

the output of the swtched filter rualm a wll-defined quantity which

ins be comared an a pulse-to-pulse beets. ftus, In p"eirle, pulse
caslsoa and W are ocuatible. In pulsed dopjler systems range

gating or s11.lng followed by filtering cam be wloyeA at the output of
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thes ated filter, but the uwAbur ot re prcesing a ic ftfl he'"

to inrre~p Qpflflate to thq etfetins aiter of resolvable reape

Iatecwls. Me greater the bemividA or the trenmitted pulses, the

retevr mot be thw umer of range processinig Obasis. flea, as a

flwmfl ntte o this typ. of data proceeslg, gels. empneasis svit

revaSre twae~ed rceiver Ocwq~lty.. wI mckee moflag ta-piles

or se'rl-dlao an2.lation A Satepation Wal ait t'jan to be

44 @44 mmtlr vMaSi f it thme 4.1W 2±ne mad Uhscsstfed msttwo

cmt is tie Stes rw'elh bar ftfiaiet, b=@ibh to ns2GW4M

the cede YOU".

pa use of MI AM pulse camssion talios 9o4sleab

sapaat US^6bWA- wyk a tWo proiat a foftlta- ab4- uit~s v. r t F go

a typ ar clatter whiah raipofs poori4 to me tefiqu ftkm2A reepot

%Wtl to Us Ms. Am 02Mle, preelpitaftia or f Skick MIMass

r sewW Vofl to 01 Winos of Its am-uwo veilooty stead zepo

nfl. to the puls ftd"n, *±lepCie clutter whit, bee. of Its

spatial -prtta, wK resPan! powly4 to puls odin will rep very

The tp of clutter d.isorlamistcm which we have dissede herea ts

obtLs by fits of the spatial propertes of the atutter rether tha

Its tise-veryiag p~rois, inu with Ka. Usin" a canniest now

e~libiA to finely Listriizted clutter sad proceeding from available

LvW~jiJtis "~ tho dactwcr ;;f a i p 'r0 in ccminr. VMgg1PIA Tinsm we

Uao set qup siresion. for thoeslz2gis pulse detection capability for a
-102..
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rndar operstilag in the preseanw of both reueier noise ad clnltter wkise.

Results for detection capability in the presence or predalnantly clflter

or predin~naatly receiver noise appear mw specia cases of this expression.

From the expression we have soon that detection perfomnre ls utuply

releted to the spuctre of the trensmitted aipal. Suject to the

roquIruaent of fined tianmittod howl~ scerg anM fixed syptm batwiath,

ve bare ses that the optima wpetre vor the trasmitte pulse ion

WMCeh to fla&t over toe anflhile Osta bawidh zAt that this optirn ill

' W-nft t the natiw strength of receiver and clutter noise. For

a radar whose traazMtter Lis pea power "aniterd, the logical result of

the esidetions Is a p.a.. vlit~ large taon-baadvldth product, in

'hpprointely realting the cpt~x= pualse spectre Is a 15umly1 swept

32M pulse with rectangular avalepe and large time-bandwidth product.

1astly1 it hee ben pointed. out thatc pulse coding and *1 are not *aafly

excluslna radar ttcb'tiqweu. In fact, when used toether they should forms

a pmmrrial cambingition for the putoses of obtaining improned detection of

target-z in clutter.

IV. kolltit

-T;e author Is inInted to Dr. Dohet . Eats who suwatSd tbe

appiLoation of p-ulse codin discussed here. the author Is also iudal'ted

to Xr. Edwin L. Key for helpful discuseius relating to this motorial.
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lDtroductIor

To achieve high ;ane resolution in a conven=

Stimmj, radar, short, hit peak power. pulseR are required.
The generation of these pulses is a dilfficult problem
limited by practical coniderations. It is believed
possible to avoid some of these problems by employIng the
CHIRP principle. The rtW performance of a radar is
limited by the signal-to-noise capability of the system
and hence, In a function of the averfge tranemitt-td power
and the receiver noise figure. In a CHIRP radar, a long,
rclatively low peak power, frequency modulated pulse is
trnamitted to obtain hiah average povwr. HiftA rnnge re-
solutin, comparable to a very short pulse system, is, rea-
lized by ooflhI*4 tha recalved pulef to a short duation
pulse before it is displayed in th4 indicator.

The CHIRP principle which makes this possible is
illustrated in its simplest form by Figur i. -T1 he ltnnr

nn,-an1ev kewi2;1tad 'ave shown at the botto of the fiftie 1
In appliea to a nerw 'ri vnucn nnM vne uCa±S uip.uwU a'
the Lop of the figure. This instntnous freque; cy f

is delayed byt 1 , f 2 by t 2 , *eu. The net result $ an

output shoWn at the far rIght of Figure 1. The original

plitude pulse.

This principle and its ramifiations can be
credited to several people. Among the early patent
holders are Mr. Amos Dickey of the kasahusettu In-
stitute of Technology ani Mr. Sidney Darlington of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories. Althout. the prInciple
was conceived quite a few years ago, lack of wde'band
microwave trrnzmitting tubac -revcntod radar applica-
Lions from being developed. ith the broadening re-
search activity on traveling eve amplifiers in the past
few years, radAr-tpplioations of the CHIRP princifle have
become a possibility. In mid-1955 Contract AF33(b16)-2847
was awarded to the Bell Telephone Laboratorisa to explore
the radar system vpplications of frequency" dispersive J
techniques. 'his contract is under the jurisdiction of
the Weapons Guidance Laboratory, VCLQ-4, at Vright-
Patterson Air Force Base.

-106-
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Since the origination of the contract, conkider-
able analytical and experimental investigations have been
p0formed to substantiate early evidence of the pratical-
ity of a CHIRP radar system.

Basic Theory

The theory to be presented is a survey of some
of the analytical work cone on this project. It is not
intended to be mathematically rigorous since a general
presentation of the principles involved, rath-r than the
pure mathematical mech&nic., is thought to be more useful
to the audience. Also, much of the detailed analysis Is
presented in the q'.rterly engineering reports prepared
for this contract.

If x frequency modulated pulse' whtct has the
characteristics shown in rigure (aJ, i.e., rectangular
envelope anA linear frequeny modulation during the pulse
is impreseod upon the input to a lossless network which
has the characteristics shown In Figure 2(b); some rather
interesting and useful properties are exhibited by tne
network ou:-put pule; shown in Figure 2(c). Basically,
aul frequencies contained in the input jonlse have bad

from the network at appro.ximately the same time. Early
low r-quency portions of the input pulse are delayed
longer and are effectively overtaken by the higher fre-
qcr,,ny portions occuring later in the pulse. The net

. ' .lh.l fl,, I =mlI I,. I1,;, I'Mzv ;,- made c'onsiderably
shorter in duration and higher in amplitude. Thus, it
is possible to start with a relatively long frequency
modulated pulse and, afLez yjing through a pass-.' net-
work, have a higher amplitude, shorter out:. pulse.
Soma: of the interesting properties of the output pulse

Acl... 1? t bw input ----- - Q------, . ,.
microseconds and a total frequency swing of A mega-
cycles, the output pulse has a pulse length at the -11db
points of t microseconds and is increased in peak ampli-
tude 6y a factor of V/E . However, these characteris-
tics are gained at the Lost of time o:r range aide lobes
on the output pulse. It can be shown methematically that
the output of the network under the previously given con-

SIZTAt
ditions takes the form of r . The first side lobes
on the range pulse are down 13db from the peak.

-10?-
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The question arises as to wkaLher side lobes of
this level can be tolerated and if not, what can be done
to decrease them. In many appliaatiuns, It Is important
that these side lobes be decreased as much as possible.
Therefore, analytical studies Were made to see what could
be dcne to reduce tht Side lobes to a tolerable level. If
one recognizes the analogy between the rectangular frequency

sinsAt
modulated input pulse which gives a - output pulse and

the rectangular current dtstmibuton i1 an antenna which

gives a-± -a spatial far field radiation pa;temr some re-

sults of antenna thiory are very useual. Using this ana-
lou, shaping of the frequency modulated input pulse en-
velope should give a reduction in the time side lobes on
the output pulse, This has bean shown: to be correct and
analytical roults have been obtained .f varnue types of
shaping networka. Mlis shaping can be peran-aeue uy passing
th. C=lRP algnal thrj:ugh a phase equalized loss network
either before or after it ip collapsed. Shaping widens the
output pulse but this effect is not serious for a side lobe
reduction of approximately 1Odb which is being considered.

A possible means of using the CHIRP principle
juaL 13 ....... ±A n x'!. a if.1U.iea
bl,;ck diagran of a CIRP radar uuiflg n active frequency
modulated generator. The required frequency modulated
pulse "s obtained by applying a hhaped voltage pulse to
the ,ref]tetnr of a klystron or any other suitable device.
T-he r,-'v tjia-i-ier in in the receiving branch of the
radar. It could niso inolude a shaping network. Thus,
a long frequency modulated signal can be transmitted, and
a short video signal used in the display.

Certain system considerations have shown the

abic fora high resolution applications. The following
method appears to be a more suitable way to obtain the
required CHIRP aignal for these applications. Sinne the
delay equalizer is a bi-directional network, what happens
if a short pulse is impressed upon the input of the net-
worx? As might be suspected, Just the reverse of collaps-
ing occurs; the pulse In dispersed by the network. This
has been shown both experimentally and ".alytically. If
a short pulse is presented to the delay equaiiyur, iut, i

the output pulse is spread out in time and possesses fre-
quency modulation. For the linear time delay network
already described, the frequency modulation is linear
with the frequencies which are delayed least (higi. fre-
quencies) occurring carliest in the network output pulse.
This is just the reverse of the frequency modulated signal

*.108-
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previously described se the col'ap .g network W .t be'
altered to have .iAn paqual, but opposite slo'.

A aimplited systoem uning passive generation
is shown in the blook disaram or Figure 4, The rrequenco
modulated transmitter eigal I'm obtained by passing; a
short pulse tiavub a disperilng delal network and after
atitable aaplifi$ation, it-is radiated to the target. The
reflected signal U amplified and passed through a collap-
sing delay network nhoe slope in equal and opposite to the
transmission network's slope, After the cignal ls'ollapsed
and demodulated, it is presented to a suitible diapltz.

System Status

Early wxparigental work led to the COal'l
rhat- preliminary results vould be flbalnad oSN rapidly
if the reguired CWTRP fw qPi*ny w&rdjirte- !t-2wrl -:z
generated In a klystras or similar viltage tunable d4vioe.
A clystit was haen and work nen; on to deelop. or adapt
it for use over a 50 m aole frequency band. A kl4tron
neilllater was built which, by using two coupled oaVties,
had a bandwidth oC 40 some odd megayocles to the 0.1 db
power poLts.

The-first delay equalizer design was to have a
delay dlop* of 0,1 mrosoonds/megaoyole with a bandwidth
of at least 10 megacyales. Previem design experience
indicated that results would be obtained more rapidly It
the network were built in the V.mr.l frequency band.

width of 1 Jmegcyclea with a center frequency close to 6
egacyoles. 1Th. network was built to permit early cx-
perimental signal analysis. Subsequent delay equali.er
designs called for a differential delay of 2 umioroeconds
over a 30 maegaoycle band. The center fmQuenoy choaP- I n
70 rneaao~ilu. 5cvcrJ. or those uiswrlcfq jisyve been zon-
strutted agd tasted.

fu.ther x_-riaiontal and iaLlybioal aork has
shown that it is very difficult to Men erate a frequency
modulated pulse in an active device and retata the same
center Cretuenoy each time. This is ixprtant beoause the
signal goes through a network which transrovaia fr P'.;Qr
instabilities into tit jitters by a sloping delay with
frequency oharateristXo. Numerlally, if it Is desired
to hold the output pulse time Jitters to less than one-tenth

-109-
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of the contemplated final output pulse length of 30 milli-
microseconds which would be obtained with the 30 megacycle
bandwidth, the total deviation in the center frequency of
the frequency modulated signal generator and the bearting
oscillator must be held to less than ±22.5/c. To do th.s,
freqtency stabilities in the order of' a few parts in 100
or better are required. To achieve this order of stability
it is usually necessary to resort tu high Q, narrow berd
deviecns which is diametrically opposed to owlr original aim
of wide band electrOnic tuning.

Portunately, there is:a solution ,nrch has other
desirable features. The passive generation a.theme pre-
viously described requires no broad band osoillators. This
w1l.l be shown in bhe following discust1c,. A practioal
CHIRP l7Syt 17s shown in the block diagram of Fipn* 5. The
-hrrt--- -- u- -.'-.. .- ,; L.. "-,,, Li-wl-utdiuor disperuion network
Is obtained from a balanced i.f. modulator which has a
aryital controlled 70 megatyult signal as its carrier.
After dispersion through the network and i.f. amplicatin,
the CHIRP signal is modulated up to the microwave fL'uq Lency

by a microwave single side-band modultor. This odulator
.-hac as its carrier a signal from an ultra-stable microwave.

..m... Umtn, ......4 nz ,0 , Q1LAuu Lhe

upper sideband .a chosen as Ihe output of the modulator, .
the sigrsl presented to the traveling wave tube amplifier,
has a center frequency of o + 70me. With the dispersion

network oharacterlstto ahown, this ainal wi )I he Pr--enc-
moduia~ea starting with high frequencies and linearly de-
reasing to low frequencies. This is the signal radia.ed
to the target.

Aftcr reception, the signal is amplifiec by e
low noise trnvfllnw' *ave Lube snplificr. This tuba is
desAised t.o haa. a gain n T a-id a reliabie nolae
figure of 10 db or less, The received signl is then pro-

* sented to a microwave single sideband modulator and appcars
at the modulator output a* an if. signal. The carrier
supplied to this modulator is obtained by beating the
second harmonic of the crstal controlled 70 megacycle signal
with the output of the ultra-stable microwave oscillator
whlsci* s at a frequensy of f r7 . ¥ choosing the upper

aidebauc, a oarripv signal frequency of f0 + 140 mc is

obtained. With this as the carrier frequency and the re-
ceived CHIRP iginal as the signal input to the receiving
modulator, the sidsbands will be Inverted. That is, the

-110-
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output i.f. signal now haj ita frcqucnclco Inverted so that
low frequencies occur first and there is a linear increase
in frequency.

This permits the collapsing network to be similar
t thc trmnmm-zson disper ion netw4rk. In fact, t:%c same
network may be time shared by both branches. After suitable
amplifica6icn and detection, the nollapsed pulse In presented
to the disp'lay.

Since all oscillators in the system may now be
operated at fixed frequencies, the omcillator circuits may
be made narrow band and high stability may be obtained.
In addition, the transmission and reception channels now con-
cist of passive circuits which do not destroy the phaoe In-
formation of the signal; hence, the system can be made co-
heront by making the oscillator tabi!ities sufficiently
nign

Results

The 011111 pt-ieiple lhas been demonstrated in a
closed circuit tst. rib-re 2 showsW Lhw wxwei'kuuc u1l,
equipment connections used to obtain the waveforms shown
11 r'±6u.t'e o. 'T'lie fifet f.m. slgnal was generated with an
X-band klyitron modified for wide band operation. This sig-
nal was then modulated down to a low intenmediate frqueney
and passed through the 0-12 megacycle delay equalizer whose
characteristics are shown in Figure 8. The waveforms of
S ur +emaw U us ,, ....... -5 .t . . .u 'r O ' " 1

10 Megacycles and a 2T of one microsecond. It should be
noted that the collapsed pulse length is approximately half
the predicted value obtained from dhe theory. In the case
of equalization at low intermediate frequencies, the collapsed
pulse does not have enough cycles to completely fill the pre-
dicted output pulue envklrpp, L. this par'Iuular case, LMa
nutnut putlse has i duration of approximately ons-r._ tr cycle
of the center fraquency Of 6 ,neacYcles,

Further network development resulted in the de-
sign and construction of two delay equalizers, each of which
has two microseconds of differen.Vial delay over a 30 mega-
cycle band centered at 70 megacycles. The deviations from
a linear slope of 0.03 microseconds per megacycle are lens
than -t20 mill'mtc:_tuuu over the desired band. The net-
works also have a flat loss of about 36 db over the band.

SC7- 9
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Nore recent results have been obtained with a
low power, experimental system utilizing network dlaper-
Sion1  The experimental system closely refsembles the
block diagram of figure 5 and employs two delay networks
bcth centered at 70 MO. The experimental system parameters
aret

1. Radar Parameters

Transmitter Frequency M 9300 MC.
Transmitter Peak Power 1 Watt
Transmitter (Dismerued)

?ulae Length a 2 tseo
Receiver (collapsed)

Pulse Length a 0.035 jaec

Center Frequenny - 70 MC.
Bandwidth - 30 MC.
Differential Delay = 2 gsec

The transmitting and receiving delay networks are of
!'~tt~I ~ ah~tt,~, '~' iztiversxoi ls used to obtain
a 2onjugate rdlationship between the two.

3.me of the experimental waveforms obtained
with thin j-ztcn are , owi iii Figuree 9 through 12.

late the 7'V MG. balanced modulator in the transmitter.
The 70 O. -counterpart of this pulse is then dispersed
in the tninsmtting delay equalizer. Figure 9(b) Is
the recti.ted envelope of the X-band signal after ampli-
fication tnd time l imiting has beeo px'orb:ed in the trans-
mitting: traveling w;;,e tubes, The ,mc time sclk ha ieen
used in Fifurca A -en-(. . t e.rphaczlc the amout of
dispersion (60 tnf Abntalned in this o-ctcn.

The low power experimental system just described
is operating In a laboratory which haz a large, radar trans-
parent window which permits scanning of the adjacent terrain.
Figure 10 Ia a picture of the "A" scope video obtained when
the sybtem is illuminating a corner reflector target test
range, . The corner reflectors arc located in a radial line
centered at the radar antenna. Target separations as
small as 12,5 feet can be discerned in the picture thus th-
collapsing Is occurring as anticipated.
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Spectrum weighting effects have been inv(stlgoted
both analytically and experimentally. A Taylor weighting
fuction was chosen ror the system. wo weighting networks
have been built and teated qualitatively. The two networks
are designed to give 25 and 34db sidelobes respectively.
Figure 11 shows the effects of weighting on the collapsed
'main bang". Figurol2 shows the arrects of weighting on
the radar return from the corner reflector test range. The
waveforms correspondlng to no external weighting are included
in each figure for comparison purposes. Since the detector
used in these tests had a power law characteristic, no quan-
titative comparison, should be made from these phurogLQ&,,1d.
A maximum range of 44,000 feet wab obtained with the system
parameters previously given. The target at maximum range
was a medium eI.ed wattr tower.

features inherent in a CHIRP system. Iirst of alt, the
average power, for a given waveguide breakdown, can be
gzeatly inereaued over a short pulse ayste with comparable
bandwidth and resolution. The aystesu also has an advantage
over a conventional radar when aht pUlce.Jamming is con-
sidered. As has been ohown prevLomulv, short pulses are

decre.ase in amplitude."

of a oonventiopal radar is largely a function of the average
radiated power. To get more range, the average power nas to
be increased. Once the limiting peak power is reached, the
only way to inorease the average power - if the pulse repeti-
tion rate is held fixed - is to increase the pulse length
with a ruaultant loas in rants resolution Capability. The
CHIRP radar has the range capability inherent in a long
pulse - high average power radar but combines this with the
resolution oapabio11ity of a short puise system oy using
frequency modulation.

A low power experimental radar Is being built which
will have a 2 (and eventuall a 4) microsecond transmitted
pulse with 30 megacycles of linear frequency modulation. The
video dlsplay pulse will be about 35 millimieroseeo.ds long
in both oases since the video output pulse length is a
funttion of the amount of frequency modulation alone. This
results in collapse ratio. of 60 arid 120 to one.

-113-
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These collapse ratios are not thought to b the
ultimate, tAYV as the collapse ratio increases, compoent
tolerances mount accordingly. Analysis plus experimant
will detemnine the ultimate limit; but for the present,
the collapse raclos being contemplated appear reasonabla.

in summary the CHIRP principle provides a radar
technique which permits the trane:.ieslon of longer pulses
wiLh the Pteultant higher average p6'or but retalna the
resolution capabiliities of a short pulse system through
h proper use of moderate amounts of' frequency modula-

tnn- This technique ,1 so has irhcrcnt anti-Jzuiuring
fcatures.

FIgui'es( 1-R2
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FIGURE 3'
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FIGURE 4
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. 1NFIDENTIAL
" PULSE CCt'SS1ON AT S-&AND

by

a. P. Ohban

"The fadl& L)±T±S±ou of .,h. Naval Research LaboraLory has built a
number of experuntdl h%b rezlution radar systc=- u"i'zing puIaflijigzhau uf
the orter of 10 milli icruseconzxs. A serious limitation of these radar systems
has betn their relativell short rauge resulting from the inability to generate
high pulse energy by conventional moans. Consequently, we have looked to the
pulm-.coupreesion method w1th the hope of increasing the pulse energy availablo
in the very short r-f p4stut we require.

Bofcrc describL our uxperimentatioaa wiLh pulse compreision It
'mil- peilig, be ueful a5 a backgroundM to mltlO briefly sam of the perti-
rai hn 'cttit@ of our radar *tt*ts, upa.rdallz With regard to shor-t
pulne generation and piLlse power. Syatems hae been built at 3.2 Ga. and at
8.6 a AL both nveln"tke the rim, sigal source was a magnetron. Tito
mrthoda of abort pulse generation have been used. The first is direct indula-
tion of the matro i a short video pulse. Only a few magnetrons were found
with sufficient beAdwidth to be daulated suocesfully by a l0-a1±lLdcrosecond
p'Ldse. Aong them were the 2J42A at 3.2 cm. and the 5789 at 8.6 a. teak
power obtained was between 10 Ky and 20 Xv at 3.2 m. and about 30 K it 8.6 M,

-- -it n~nr:Z; ,^*.L. wi 4 a W&U.. A 0600116t mtnoaJ 1&Sd SUG04SS-
f.lly to obtain a short r-f pulse is pulse length clippJng by gAs ttbos. The
requirement here is an r-f pulse with a r'ry rapid rise. Gas tubes placed in
wavoguide permit only the leading edge of the pulse to pass through before they
become icnized after which they greaty attenuate the reminder of the pulse.

about 100 Kw. AlthouSh an iumtovoast over the dirot mdulation asthed, the
incraae in peak and average power obtained by pulse length clipping is not very
great. Even if h1'h peak powers were obtainable by tia mthocs mentioned, or
by other direct mathods, our pruspec.s of a sizeable increase in radia&ed power
at ,-band and higher would not be very good becauuc of voltage breakdown diffi-
¢ulties. Pulse compression, therefore, coupled with ourrnfat development& in
high-powered trayeliag-wave tubes, klystron amplifiers, an simlar devices seens
to offer us the only hope of a really significant increase in radiated oulse
zjiOariY aLL Lit" nr*"stqnt thin.

In our exprinentatiun with pulase coapreuion, we set the rather
desat initial goal of a ten-to-one compression ratio. That is to say, ' h----I

to be able to start with a l00-mxlllioroecond pulse and compress it to 10
uillimicrosecor ds with a ten-to-one Increase in peak power. Our plan was to
generate a lO0-illimicrosecond pulse of approxiately gausaian shapt and
l'nearly frequency modulated 100 Mc, which according to theory, permits a com-
pressico to 10 millJmcroseconds by a filter whose delay varies direotly with
f:requency at te prper rate.

Although the realization of greater uompr.ssfion ratios has been
reported by others working Wv Ut pulse compression, their work was not directly
applicable to ours oecause we were concerned with much ihorter pulses and corre-
spondingly wider bandwidths. Their methods of generation of frquoncy-moauiated
pulses and their wethods of pulse compression, consequently, did not appear
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suited to our requirements. It seeeed likely that in order to achieve the required
frequency dulation rate of 1O Mc.. in iCX) millimicrosecond pilss generation
would have to take place at a ccmparatiVn-, high froeucncy, pr:1-atb). at r t rather
ht, at the comparativil low frequencies used by others. Similarly, pulse com-
presiroi would have to take place at a relatively nighfrequeney since the coapres-
sior nutwork would have to be at leant 1W0 Mc. wide. The bandwidth re-iuirement
alone suggested that a lumped-constant compression net.work would be difficult, if
not impossible: accordingly. we felt that a distributd- constant cumin sa..ion
network used lirec ly at r-f weotld probably be desirable.

Our first thought on the generation of the frequwncy-modulated p'.ac
was to sweep a klystrn through a -.ode. To obtain the differential delay, we
planed to take advantage of the dispersive propertie, of wavegulde operating near
cutoff. Waveguide though certainly not representing a really practical solution
t. the compreasion flMter i',rblem due to the bulk invulved. ,.. well A*-,li Ln
sm tbeor tiea limitation, would at least provide a relatively inexpehvte am
tlaple e6uPft**h teylee to .**+. IN rtr tst Iwp fl~aftio IthmW- 'it eon-
SMaO atoL1L .,.,wou-eod WLt the o *rat;Lsa fre~uenu? w d w.L -be much higuer than
,'-N bd. RG-49/U wnsrPi* whi.h euts* ff -t 2155 Xc; was. therefore, selected.
Actuhaly, the choice of ,-bLnd as an operating frequenc7 fitted well witn our other
radar wr.- mince ,nur n.Terimmntad radar m'stems were degigned with a S-band i-f
ajrequency utiliznp traveling-wave tubes as i-f amplifiers.

Unfortunately, no S-band klystron could be foun which had a 100-Kc

through n klystron mod^ dirrl net. apFn.q- posslble. Tlhre was also 0ao ;U..t±n
whether a klvatron could be swept in frequency as rapidly as requ:,red. An at-
tempted solutton to our pulse-generation problem consisted of starting with a
klystron in the 6000-1c. region sweeping it through a 50-P,,. wide mode, dounling
P =' kia," - *hfe.. " a.. l. dc-an to..n .Xtn.. -

.

obtained, the systm was beset with conaldorabl instability and suffered the
additional asadvantage of low power output. After other variations of this scheme
were triedwIthout more sucees .the attempt to use klystrons Aa abandoned.

A more fruitful approach to our pulse-generation problem turned out
to bo thu Lckward-wave oscJillntor (IWO). This device is capable of ertremely nigh
fan, 4wnc.yr-uoilatinn rat.in t-.vr aidsp f't.jutirsuv-.rsngesr With a OW as a signal
onurce and waveguide as a compression filter a system fulfiln our initial ob-
4 , , .,t -a ,. 4 , ! ... -..... ...- ,, -a -

diagram cf eq ipmnt, used to generite the frequancy-modulatcd pulse, comprs it
and to view it both before an after compression.

The primary signal source in a Raytheon WK-518 backward-wave
oscillator (SWO) which is voltage tunable. An increase in the WO delay-line
voltage from 150 to 1400 volts d.c. changes the frequency of oscillation from

i 2000 Mc to 4000 Mc, the change 'n frequency with voltage being most rapid at thu
low-voltage nid. Output power is :also a function of delay-line voltage. As far
as our experimerts were concerned, the range of freyuencies of interest was
3300 Mc to 3400 Me. Over this range the change in ff40 frequency was very nearly
proportional to change in W) dolay-lne voltage, and the power output nearly
constant at 34). w.
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The ftt4uenoy-%aodulatv4 pulseii formed LhkrCjigh the Combined
action of a bandpass filter and a vi-deo- pulseb gensrator. The t'iter which is>
of the fris-wmveguiele typn is mhont OO.-Hc wida ari ypasziei the band of frt'q-
ttenciea nomm.Llr betweeon 3300 Mr, 4r.4 3400 l&.s A fixed dr-a voltage applied to
trie IIVO delay-line cIuW6U & ortingous fixed-frequenoy ostillation which le
below the pass ofthe filter. 'fhe: fldeo-pulse generator produces a positive,
low..lapedanoe, bell-shaped jUse which is super imposed on t he doa SW delay-
Line voltage. Wring the ris ot. I-Mis pulse, the* VW~ 1-4 tept in frequency
through the pmnsbard of tM* fiter t:uing an approximtely gaussian-shaped
Lrequsnc-.odulated pulps to apperktr at the flIter output, A sec~ond pulse freq-
uency modulated in thew other dirttion, generated on the £41l of the video pulse
is blanked out by applying a neg~jtive pulse to the 00 control grid at the proper
tiW, The leng9th Of "hA output r Uiee 'a ntole h'? edttrsnt 'n theo Walitude
sand rise tims of u.e video pulse. Mijustauint of the 4-c JM delaLy-line voltage
io iaaas so tathM the osoillator is swept In freLQ1^inY WIN~lh 16Ae Passnec Of the
filter an W tlnar pert of t1.s oef@ the video puluei Atually, it my be
teerlnb Wo lt~redu a maturate inwt of 4on-Lisarity I& the rise to ooqwesa
r-w noa-linoaritSa eia the frewjvenuy-vorsus-delay-line -voltage charateristics6 of
*Jie W40 4# w&U 4 t s tMb 4tffdre*t4-dsly ehrat.,1ttn of thenww4
to a ceartin 6itAL. this mly bs.:dona by adJustwsnt. ar he o-o levol of t.ia. dw#;ibV
line and by changing video-puiles length and amplitude. The isolation atTeriufttor
ia' placed between tMod and. the filter to improve th!e match ethose the MSQ output
is quite sensitive to mismatch,

~.u~ss naaL~a~u;~the tttrottti ptit intu two wx±-Ls. AhomuL 30 pupr-
cent Us fed to a videband high-level detector weho"e output Is the envelope ,cf the
uncompressed pulps, and this.-is displayed on a Taitronics typ 545 oscilloscope.
The remaining ?0 percent of zhe power is sent through 145 feet of W)-.49/U wave-
gniidni whisee dif ierenti al-delay miarnrtnriati an nrnnitrar pnllrn MrurawVRinbe-

guide output Is detected, input tea, and displayed c n it high-speed o:,;tilloscope as
the compressed-puls envelope.

Figure 2 is'a pair of photograp'hs.' one shoving the unompressed
pulse, thu other twe compressed pul". The tim Ar-ae oas tho format is 100 milli-
microsecords por major dirifiion, tua on tbr- latuer, t 5O-Yz. timxrVg wavs, or 10
aLifliroooevccl, iatet wicGose,rel wsc crossing1 Zinoe tine detycturm were
approvautely quan. ;Law (actusLjy the law is approflaately 1.8) half amplitude

ties twn comaprossec frca 10 miflLmAicrosecovrds Lo 10 udlflacrsords.

lMeaournment of peak power Into aind out of the vavogiuide showed a
gain of approimately 5 db. Sliev thi% wavegiilde exhibited an average atteRnuation
of approxiintely 6 d~b between 3300 ka. & an1400 Me, there was an i.ntrinsio gain
of about 1U do in power whirh azures, within the 'limsits of probabIl0 experimental
error, with the expected vslua of 10 db baed on a 't--ons compression ratio.

Amplitude moasurement of socormiary pulJise following the main pulse
was complicated bry video-amplitier ringing, the effects of which can be sen
£wllowing the cowqprssac puLaic. Makist1g fllctanice for the raning, we sotimate
that. all secondary pulses are at lcrwt 20 db 'telom' the sain compressed pulse.
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le age. le"prooig- uncomprossed pulse are due tc, trigger-p-4.0

Figure .3 Ls a u"ivsrsa1 cu;-ve by whir~i the A ength or waveguic-0
r54jcired to procuc. & given diffterential dels-,y my be calculated. The crdiratea
are proportional to 't-he derivative of wavqguitie transit- tins and, consequently,
represent only an approxiaaation which is good4 for frequency dispersion.. up to &
few ;etcent. A would be expected for a given percentage dispersion, the errur

inrae sa the mawame Efbiq-2!1CY z ..-- ---M t-. n.- ecr t cap theI
requ.xirelnth, ae4" it- is nescessary to operate close to cutoff, The band from
3Q )I to 3400 Io wed in our experiments runs from 95.6 percent to 92.8 per-
Gint. :of cutoffs which cogrespondu;tu a. dispersion at just undsr ~3 percent4 liven
for The .3 percent bandwidth the different ial- del ay-flh- frequency deviates from
1ihIiZix 1W abot tan ptezoent. It &ana reasonable to suppose that a certaLin
Amouul Of this non-linearity can be compensated for by tailoring the riate of
£rea I enq modulation over the unco~reaaod pt~se length to correspond to the d1] sy
charuiteristics ;4 thes b-Vegido9 WAd this was w"Oubtedlv done to some ev~tn
Anuci tbs 4-c rniltaigu Qt. th M dnty lina ,a6e Adjuetod alw*t wiul the vi-te&o-

piat xl*&ude s&M rise-tine to optimize the caswesed-puls sap 4 bfe hewL no
.4bitt4.DIOIrurztiwI, hoawaver, a-" hcn rie 4ia "a go ix, thtin direction.

By oprattn eVe coser' tn, udtff it would lii thnornticnlly rastihiri
to risluce the length of wvtgaide required for *i 1van dS fferonti.XI dta. Sewvr*l
difflc.tttesa rise in n3 dd±4g; grcat';r non-linearity ia the ditfereajtial *- 4 y
oharacterietics was alniadj, mntioned; smother is the greater change in atteii-
uauoa pver we* fre4upay baM, 14 well a the overall increase in Attenuatwo.
1,1.0 latter it !zpt witt.,n ruz4,rabi: ldoundA would niuts, *tm auiuws 1jJ~~.. i.
it obuld be oveom bi a proamplifier which would undoubtedly be- A required
adjunct to say compression network wich might be used. A large change in atten-
uation over the band weould r*4uire equalization aid sight caun noes diffirtultiea.

The presence of noise snout!, of course, have no effect on the pulse-
compression process. To show thiz we guncrated widaband noise by amplifying the
output of a "noisy" traveling-waws tube and msixed this with the pus to be con.-
prensed. Figure 4 Le a Dlock diagram 2;- twho ount used. AS z4tatad, t-hr Yiwiz
generator is a noisy travelng-wave tube folaul kw a tru..vling-wano tube amli-
tier. 3I output In atLtenated t;u s ~it LAo thc level of the neise with whiich
it t. mixe~d in A diractinn-al c- upler,, and then the combination is amplified up to
the lavial at a watt by a third travetlins-wsva tmiha. kart, tha aouthinrI ernals
are sent thrcuuh the culas-Carting filter which stirves the dual nurukose o~f ruls
forzat!on and of l~aZ3the bN-adwicth o! the nos spectruma to th at of tho-

par. Ai, Loci7a, tze ru0, S .W4I4 '-L&tlv 4 into .e-o p-lth ~l A c
,which is detected directly and Uwa larger pert bcilng detectod aftcr passage through
tho waveguidn-y In order Wo provv convtwtn bandwidth a single oicilloscope which
ca. be comnocted to either detector was used.

01 Figuare 5 is a series of paired photographs conparing the uncom-
preaei and compressed pulse in noise, In ths first pair, the attenuator folloing
the Rik0 in adjusted to cause an uncompressed-pulse amplitude-to-noise ratdJo of
approximately unity. The Colresuotdir4 photograph of the compressed pulse very
clearly indicates the expeuted Increase in pulae-ainplitude-to-noiee ratio.

-130-
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because of this increase, ratio it was necessary to reduce the rative gain of the
oscilloscope to prevent overload by the pulse; consequently, tho noise level here
appears less than on the uncompressed-pulse photograph.

The remaining pairs of photographs illustrate the effect of reducing
signal level relative to noise. Compression take§ place even when noise is greater
than signal. Because of the relatively long exposures required to take these
pictures, some. photographic integration of signal occurred and that, coupled with
some deficiec in p - the ''--'r" puse morc easily ditectable
on the oscilloscope screen photographically than visually.

Our work with pulse compression .has been largely exploratory with
the ultimate objective of increasing the range of our millimicrosecond radar-systems.
The results to date are largely qualitative. Nevertheless, we feel that some use-
ful information has been gained. With the possible exception of the differential-
delay filter the pulse-compression scheme at S-band should be extendable to much
higher frequencies, and, as such, has several advantages. Pulse generation and com-
pression take place at transmitter frequencies rather than at some lower inf
frequency, thus eliminating the need for frequency conversions. Pulse shape and
frequency are controlled essentially by a passive network; only a video pulse with
a reasonably stable leading edge is required. By using the r-f pulse as it appears
at the output f the pulse-forming filter as the time reference for the system, it
would not be necessary to synchronize the frequency sweep of an f-m signal generator
to prevent rang4 error.

. %,1U&uu& au ietept w4U wade in the experiments described to increase
the uncompressed-pulse energy to a loyal useful for radar purposes, we have shown
for the case of lO-millimicrosecond pulses, as others have for longer ones, that
the uncompressed pulses may be amplified and combined with noise without disturbing
compression capaoilities.

fe ten-to-one compression-ratio achieved is rather modest and prob-
ably less than would be desirable for a practical radar system. Actually, we have
achieved as much as a fifteen-to-one compression-ratio by increasing the waveguide
length. This furtner emphasized what uplears to be our major problem - the design
of a more pra'.tical differential-delay pulse-compression device. The waveguide was
already very !ong at 145 t fir the ten-to-one compression-ratio. Some thought
has been given to the feaibility of filling waveguide with a low-loss high-di-
electric material so that all waveguide dimensions can be reduced by a substantial
amount. it may also be possible to find som6-slow-wave structure which has a highly
uisperaxve irequency range. x any rate, on the oasis of our experiments we feel
that pulse compreasion Vh'lj1. !rrIyise for improving the performance of our i0-milli-
microsecond radar- systems.

The work de~cribed in this papei is summarized in NRL Report 4971
entitled, "Pulse Compression at . -b-an," by a. z. Atkinson, G. P. Ohman, and F. H.
Thompson.
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THEORkOF MATCUED-FILTER PULSE CdESION

by
IL. F. Schreitmueller

Miorowave Electronics Division
Sperry Gyroscope Comnpay

Division of Sperry Rand Corporation
Great Neck, New York

Sumar-Y. A brief explanation of matched filter theory is followed

by a derivation of the output of a compression filter passing a fre-

quency-modulated pulse. A matched compression filter is assumed, and a

tie-domain approach is used. Results include an expression for the

envelopep compression ratio and residue values. and the lackof _FM ....

on the output pulse.

INTR(DUCTION

A11 no. . rnd-.r systems- trpulmci z ".-dc C .u,-- ...

the received signal into a narrow pulse. This technique can be ac-

complished, among other means, by frequency-modulating the pulse to be

transmitted, and passing the received signal thrugh a network having

a t.me delay which varies with frequency. This paper is concerned -. 4Ath

the linear FM type of pulse compression. Zero Doppler shift is asstuC.

Computing the performance of such a radar can be a length task.

It may require tah!bs of eresnel intogr-.l-, n-.d num,-rical evaluation

of Fourier transfaris Tnstead of this complitated frequency-doma n

ipprcch. a simpler analysis can sometines be carried out in the time

dcmin, To use the time-domain approach, the receiver is assuned to

beiat,.:hed filter. This assumption is often closely- reaiz i 1n

DO3" t~r~'-'. s t5- th'- • C--'Its have physica m .-aming.

11e resu1ts of ihis time-donin a.aalysis are preceded by a brief

-xplanatio- of Inatnhd-f31ter ULo-.y Detailed derivations are given

CONF IDENTIAL *
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THE MATCHED-)ILTEI CRITERION

A matched filter optimizes the detection of weak signals in white

noise. Suppose there is a signal of known waveform in white noise, and

its peak signal-to-noise ratio should be ma-drd;ized. The linear -rilter

that beat accomplishes this was first specified by NorthI. He showed

that the frequency response of the filters and the spectrum of the

signal must be complex conjugates of each other (except for a linear

phase shift). In other words, the filter must be matched to the signal.

Expressed in the time domain, the time response of the filter to

an impulse must be the reverse of the signal waveform. Quantitatively,

if f (t) is the signal and F (w) its spectr.u., the fiter frequency

rosponsc is

H (W) - F (C)

and the filter impulse response is

h (t) = f (-t)

For applications such as detection and time measurement, peak

S/N is more important than waveform .reservation. The matched filter

may be regarded as a device which essentially transforms the shape

APPLICATION TO PULS-E COMPRESSION

If a pulsed carrier having frequency modulation is transmitted,

and is received with a matched filter, the transmitted signal will be

1i T Tf (t.) i Cos ,ot ' - at -<t < -

2 2

CONFIDENTIAL -; '
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The pulse charaeterstixc of this signel are:

carrier 'requency = w /2r cycles/see

rate of frequency change - a/2 cycles/see'

pulse width = T sec

frequency deviation = a T/2w cycles/see

The matched filter impulse response may be written

h (t) = ' (-t) = cos t-i at] -<t<i

The output pulse may then be formed by convolution of f and h:

r (t) f £ (x h t- x) dx

This may be carried out directly in the tibe domain using

ordinary trigonometric integrals to yield the solution

1 1
r (t) -sin-at(T-ItI) cs wt- T<t<T

at 20

(A second term, containing Fresnel integrals, is small enough to

be neglected, provided w. >> a 1/2 and wo >> at).

The pulse cmipression filter output is now i closed form. A

1. The envelope approaches the form (sin 1/2 at T)/at when

aT2 " 1. On the other hand# for a O, the envelope becomes simply

1/2 (T-itI), for -T < t< T, ie., a triangular pulse of duration 2T.

nis agrees with the result obtained for a conventional rectangular

pulse passed through a matched fitter.

2. The narz-ier is cos iot. This is a constant-frequency

crr i-r which is no. fr',,cy modulated. The absence of FM is not

-.139-
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too surprising since the QWtput spectru= of a matched filter has

zero phase characeristicp i.e.,

Rw P M(w F* Mw

While no FM is present for this case, theresult aoea not contradict

other analyses which Show FM to exist, but which do not assume a

matched filter characteristic.

3. The peak power compression ratio can be calculated as

=,.R Ioutput amplitude ][input amplitude x filter gain

r2 0) T2 2a aT2

f2 (0) H(wo )2  4 T 27

This is in agreement with the relation for compression ratio:

compression ratio ='pulse width (sec) x frequency

deviation (cpa) = T x aT/2i = aT2 /2n

4. The pulse width compression ratio is defined as input pulse

width/output pulse width. The definition of pulse width can be some-

-what arbitrary. Consider a pulsed carrier with an envelope of form

(sin t)/t. This has a rectangular spectrum of bendwidth B. A -alsa

width may be arbitrarily defined as 1/B for this case, This is the
pulse width at 4 db down few t.,1a fair t"ir t op. 1 L

.- 't s also half~

the width between the first nulls of the envelope. Let the 4 db level

be used to define widths of other pulses. if a 4 db definition is used,

the pulse width of the output wave-form is 6.28/a T (for aT2 >> 1).

Th1in the pulse width compression ratio is

T aT2

6 28/aT 27
-lLO- S?7 9o
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This gives the earn cspressio ratio as is obtained for peak power.

The pule width definition is somewhat arbitrary, but does have some

Justification and results in an agreement with the peak power com-

pression ratio. If 3 db pulse width is used, the pulse-width com-

pression is aT2/5.6.

5. The output envelope is not "clean," but has residues, or

spurious signals, analogous to antenna side lobes. This appeari to

be characteristic of rectangular pulse compression since soe portion

of the waveform, which has a total duration of twice the input pulse

width, is present to some extent.

The magnitude of the residues can be readily determined from the

envelope function. For high compression ratios, the envelope ap-

proaches the form (sin t)/t in the re -ion of interest. This function

has residues of 13.3 db down.

For moderate compression ratios, the residues are slightly betters

For example, at a compression ratio of 10, the resides are 14.9 db

down.

These relatively high residues are characLeristic of matched

filter pulse compression but do not represent the best possible residue

- ,i reduced by tecnques such as bandpass-

shaping as will be dis,ussed in the paper by Messrs. Cook, Chin, and

Sadler2.

APPLICATIONS

A closed-form expression for output of matched pulse campression

filt~r simpiifte2 .. ,a.t.on of the performance of some non-matched

pulse compression filters. Other linear filters can be regarded as a

cascade combination of a matched filter and a second network. If the

CONFIDENTIAL-
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second network can be specifiet., only the resronse of the matched

filter output to the second network need be determined. For very high

compression ratios (greater than 100), the approximations of a (sin t)/t

waveform and a rectangular spectrum further simplify the computation.

The matched-filter pulse compressor also sets a standard for sigial

detectability. The radar system engineer, as a user of pulse com-

pression, wants to know what performance can be expected i* terms such-

as signal detection, resolution, and ambiguity. If the receiver

contains a predetection filter matched to the transmitted signal, the

sam peak signal-to-noise ratio per pulse is obte ined at the filter

output for a given pulse energy and a given noido level per unit

bandwidth, independent of pulse wveform.

Therefore, for a given transmitted pulse eneirgy, and a matched

filter, signals in noise will be detected equally well whether or not

pulse compression is used. Any other compression filter relts in

poorer signal cbtectability. The difference ii decibels between the

output signal-to-noise ratios for the two cases can be called "com-

Pression loss." This is the penalty in db that a radar system en-

gineer pays for pulse compression. The difference between the matched-

filter case and another case can be easily ca.culated in many instances.

Similar, but less clear-cut, criteria can be established for

resolution and for ambiguity, i~e., residue.3. For the latter, the

matched-filter case may not be optimum but it can be used as a con-

ventien*Gxv detncrined standard.

CONFIDENTIAL
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CONCLUSION

The assumption of a matched-filter receiver for a pulse o pression

radar transmitting a rectangular pulse with Pt results in a Closed-form

expression for Lhe output waveform. This can be approximated b7 (sin t)/t

for high compression ratios. Compression ratio is determined as pulse

vidth times frequer.y deviation. No freq74ency modulation is present

and the output residue level is readily calculated.

The matched-filter compressor may be used as an aid in analyzing

the behavior of other pulse compression systems, and as a standard for,

evaluating radar performance.
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APPEMIX

Dof ouwt !mefa

It; has been 'hown that the output waveform can be obtained by

convolutielit

r(t.) f(x) h(t x) dx

B ICos (wo x+ a x2 ) Cos  (o (-X) -!a (L -x) 21 dx

A

For -T<t<Os A = -T/2 ard B = t + T/2 and for O<t<T, JL .= _t-T/2 and

B =T/2

r(t ff cos -c.o a (2tx t2) dx + fB cos [ (2x t)
2 A 2 2 A

-a (t2-2tx -X2) ] dx2

The socond term is an average of a carrier frequency x = 2o/24 and

can be neglected o > > al / 2 and co >> at.

Then
r

r(t) -S .t atx
Pa 2 x A

Far

Tt'o. r(t) - in tJat Slat TI

1sin Wot  -at -at Ti
at 2 2

1 1
sin-at (t +1') cos *,t

at 2
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O<t<T, r(t) --alsin [.ot -lat2  tl ,

I. sin o t +at2 2 at T
V~<- rt;= a +w 2a 2-

1 1

1 1
sin-at (T - t) cos o t

at 20

Tus, for -T<t<T,

r(t) a -sin-at (T- it!) COS Wo t

Drivation of Peak Power Comression Ratio

To find the peak power compression ratio, it is first nec-

essary to find the ga#n of the matched filter. At the center frarpiAne

this is given by the Fourier transform

T/2 dt6 = r r r { -.at2)eJo t dt
- -. -T/2 V

T/2 COS (Ot-lat2) Cot dt

-T/2 - 2- 0/

T/2 1 i
+ j f cos [t- at2 sinw t dt

T/ 2 2 i T/2'

0o T ) f cos~at dt +- j f sin at2 dt
C- -T/2 2 -T/2

T/2 *1 T/2 1
j cos -at 2 dt +j f sin at 2 dt

2 2
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Let

12 - ffV* and
2 2

K ak) /

Then
1 KT/2 

KT/.2 V2 dv0fo :. Cos- V2 dv+ sin2 V  d

.2 K 0 2

H(4 o ) can then be represented as 1A times a vector drawn from the

origin to a point on the Cornu spiral at V = KT/2.

As
K--, Htwo - (I 1)/2K

and

H (wIT-I

(In addition, the phase shift appruchos 45* . )

The approximation of IH(w0 )I is accurate ±10 per cent for

aT2 /277>40.5, and accurate ±20 per trent for cT2/2,9.7. The filter

"gain" is even more exactly equal to 4iT/2a it one takes the average in

the pass bend, rather than only the value at uot

For aT2 /27,<l, the auproximiaton iz not valid. A series expansion

gives H(.%) = T/2 + j aT3/48 for the first two terms.

_,- - oi Tne pulse envelopes are:

f (o) -

1 -n-at (TT--atl coS-at (T-t)
imi t 2 limit L j 2 Tr(o) ==-
t -o at t --o a
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The peak power cmpression ratio is:

1 C2 (o) =2a T2  aT2

'ie f2 (0 n 4 2"~

1. North, D.O., "An an~alysis of the factors which determine

signal/noise discrimination in P~,sed-carrier systems.."

RCA Report PTR-6C, June 25, 1943.

2. Chin, J.E., Cook, C.E., and Sadler, L.R., "Pulse Com-

pression Spectra," presanted a.. F=DC ftlse Comprcsson-

Symposium, June 26, 1957.
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by
0.13. Cook

is. GWAa
L.A. Saler

* Air Iramaant Mrisioc
Zpsrry Gyroscoe Compeny

1vIlhuu of Sperry Rend Corporation
Great look, Nev York

tat. Linear FM ;uase oareasion techttiques lead to opeao'u

tnatiom which are exPufleable as Frummal integrals =a tUM rato.

whichk to (sin sWf in nafl'a. Mutiple target eavtramfhta wreolwa us

of a tim signal that bas such high *sidelaoes or 'reidwes. 5pagutr

shaping ft.*, phase arda/r samplitude) oa be used to modify the tin

function to a sore usseble shape. Soe tAumplemi of opeotrwm shaping are

ouidered to indicate the types of Usprowementm that tan k aebiand.a

LIRMOUTION

The Sperry Oroeeope cafna has suvuorted ;I MIR* meanre*m

iaveutigation and daelopmet propram for a nuber of years. This

-ckqtehas nmtar of intaraetlrg applioatiuunu in the area of extending

ma4gr perfor~mnoe. It Is recomsod that what in hs,. termed *pu.1.e

Gaisnctbhlot', is Ore or a umuer of uiatcoed filter UT quasi-matohed flhtor

mjyproaanes wat, ma Do usect io aefl15fl smaLor results. This p-per viii

briefly cover so". areas of the analj tioal work by (ma of iUbe peinpe at

Sperry that has boon concernd with U*stso pulse celrwesuian invebtigattmi,

wa il). lrdaae aom of 'I.he pulse aocprss'tn problems that mW os

peated to speitrum properties in a linear FM pals e rpression system.

GURAL DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 show in icc simplest block diagram Ac,= the basic inFcadiests

of the pulse oaspress'on used by Sperry engineers arid also by a nmater or

-itbs-
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other ineatigsto:e. It cm be seen f~rm the illustratlon that the time

del1y rof f'e rilter is ma ched t sweep function of the ir;qi, pulse, For

the rectangular input pulse shown, the orzpreswlon fil ter output ruoles is

narrower in width and higher in pe k power by the ompression ratio factor.

By making use of the 0.6, amplitude point one obtains a fliirt ftr com-

pressed pulse vieth that& la the inverse of the frequency deviAtion of the

uneceaproaed pme (i.e., lA'). :Thia is. if Co1Jst, prsl o arbitrary,

but-it deyp.prwlee6 masy &A thod foil calculating the pulaewtdt)k out! --a

coteistt wiLh the afmplltude r Lio defintieisf -f pulse ecmpe*eSiont

A89un1itd With the ,OflPrnn nbicDIS e- riples, *hoM in rfi, l, whioh

we ka-ia termad 'ressldiaa, r~i~b. fltazir f .ignah 4* e of the prob-

lea. that result from the usae of a linityr "M~2.OOr.t toaqs

te te domain !ntr r.l sml',Jt en f r this arrmngosent flhowe that the

fo- of the ocomrefsed pulse Is (ein )/x and that; n 1 additin, the

oarrier of the omWleseed pulse Is frequency ept in a seme opposite to

that of the L'put, or unocraurssed, pulse. Both of these efofects ire

imniesfrnible,, aithough tz-r h1i c1l ns4,. rat!.a ttr .j ?ioi L la.~ lwta

aaaslit(i'f1.. The remence o tha rM,, z siVr'lam arot"f f4Z tIcwVlZ ijlnt.F4'Bt

if we are nlAIT ting the use of pu. a cop;esouiO 2n a muti-target

4l1kd f,'AIS WIWIW' AW5@ Wa.aa I WMs s pI fisOiWb Watie w ,.uiw e g o

greater amplitudo tan those of other signals we ui c feelxi-g. A partial

solution tb thsme residue and ?H phenmeaa ma be found by treating in

eme detail thn apeoti!s of the vriri 'ig'ls used.

Whsr. n4 aotual speotrum of a comprovsed pulse is evaluated, it is

found to be a fzotlon o3 Prenel integrals. Table I bziefly itisarizes

the time and speotrum fluctiona Involved. The spectrum is that of the

CONFIDENTIAL C7 9
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conpressed p4m0 o1tput from the linear tines delay oc opr.alosi filter.

The Preenel integrals-are ieen to be unactions - the comel ssion ra~tio

T /T as defined previoaly. F ig shows one hlf of the synmtric.L

amplitude and phase spectr&,., caputed tinm the. F snel integrle for coa-

preusion rif 23-4 Us, ad lAil~ The spectra tend to become MDXCr

reatangular as the compreshaion ratio increases. When these spectra are

integrated to obtain the compressed pulse tins function, the (sin i)/x.

team is obtalnded. Rerrn spaain to the spectrum dsagaft, one ight

suspect that the phase tunotion, vhS Oh Is highly non-;Lnear at the Nad

adges, Is contribtint to th's high l'sv4l of rtpplia, o: residue tga.

Since a rctangular taplitut. rpetnus is normally associated ith the

(sin x)/x sBhp, it can be sen that this pulse form is not to be expected

On en plt A4 dv1?t "!tton hasie alone until 'fairly high omprossion

ra-tios are useA,

£ssiag op'Liaum passe matching W~ utUu eZlt"-w a fint 4r 'l~zcu'

specotram phase, the compressed pulse shapes are recalculated with the

reoiulta short In Fig. 3. It Is seen that irn etll naess the tesihuss are

reted, vith the biggest gAins at the lover couweasion ratica. In

addition optim phase matching increases pulse resolution tei a degrees

* . .. . I * . I US

LAiM in~u Aala mw ph uosivriaawnd pulsesae tae rsinga--*..~ . . ..h

plote the cap rative sigml-to-resaldu ratio. as a -unott,9n of (.c€-

prelsion ratio, and Fig. 5 plota the peak signal change when optiaw

phase metehing IM asumed.

The results shown ar caused by providing a complete phase s ..oh for

the signal phase speetru , which incidentally eliminAtes the residual FM

CONFIDENTIAL



at the oayraeacd pilot0 oenleir a. pottnt.4 Ct by SebOl tauiitr, in bib

paper, a1 lB o3IO ' amplitude match Io proided In the omjroulon

filter, %he rihldues tend to increse. Figt .4 ahove tOwat for o~raeimn

ratio. of icess than 30 or S0 to 1# the additlional phase eqtalfla-tion my

be deeirables The tdvutage here to thut reaiue nay be reduced is this

maner befrn other tcluiqus of residue reduction ore applisd. In

addities, improved tnopalutcn and peak signal aaptltude also result.

Sine this xM~lti seal phaae eqUaltAutic suet be tea 'bore tmv *)e eeef

dateatar, I ta use wmisl not he aampatibla with large dMlcr -shifts, for.

tk. ampenatlr4g mWork viii have to wrkt it & apecific beand4 No auch

lilaitation need A"17 -to their liih.uS tin deisy eque.4saticw method since

th W cho taati of thO *sjfelol( filter sow be knt* iiMMSW

over the gape oted 14 totl of Eeriear frequency ahfUe.

The emn'wstioaal approach to residue reduction involves veighting the

c~pfti~i ~,tivaui nn ao-.Us. either AV- t!'eh~7 ~~ i

seleottve basis. hospice of th. ilil be given for the !iul comression

rati&a The voighting tnaotion wesd as an apLe for uoditying 0*t entire.

epeotrn to tho single twnted handpss fnctios, waLrms~ bamdwiftbi )--i;

stpplicd. end phase cempmnsation ba'dg aisemed. Otter fuatlon man be

&MU O os preferable CEthough differenoes sou~d be 'saaL fox,

Fig. 6 above the 52t1 cocayreniou ratu amplitude apeotrumand4 the

~ I Laapao Weighting functions which have beerL epplied tc it. For purposee

1 Screit~idlr, A.?., 'Theor of Kthd-Iliter Pulse Ccmprenaion%

presented at ILDO Pulse Cospresolon Symposium, June 26, 195'7.
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Of iluutaiasi the asaped ,petra is nut off when the a4litu.ie jot

20 db down'tra the averJge'aidbwnd level. Ue define the shaplg ratio

of the shap;..g filter as the t -"vtuh at Ita I dk poirt: divided by

"tbe frequoncy deviation of the tn6ompreheed pulse. Fig. 17 t]2uitrates

the offeet )f this type of speotrm weighting c,, hil ou re sed pulse

ohs-,e. The trade-off of roesolueton vs. residue reduoti In - clearly

P ~Iktttrated'. for msall ratios of sharing bendvtdth to a petrn band-

v44*b thwel. share ta"de to lecme Very =tmsattry. Mir utd

tie" t elgnael-to rnoidni ratio is the ratio of ps sgnal amlitude to

the fire* p-elativle mav'wTj'M fc-ilowing the firet relativ, minilm.

This dotlfnitlo Is ipon to queetor If one has a case suh as uhoa

fer 4a tendip-Anive rat'^ of n osvae*h.9l"Pf 4...-..

amplitude beora a rside baLds up-, The first relative mnima aould

be t d(En an a reference for calculatirg r.'eidurs which would yield a

bct~ariigC-u.-auiugratio for the very low bwufshaptnq ratio. The

iven definition hu been chosen ince we are interested in the =lmxi

Interforene.with another If uipsi. Fig. 8 plots the sigua-to.resitue

ratio fur thin name wakrin! e .f 't" definitioen g::cnrab. Fbovs a aL and-

shaping ratio of 0,5 the aignal-to-reel due ratl Ip o2 A I and the resola-

tion Joss Is aprottextely 10 per cent oier the line'ar timo delay con-

pr&&aed pul str ,h.c produces the (91-a a)/z pulse shape Fig. 9 plots

-increase In pul * width vs. the shaping ratio. Fig. 10 plots the tnore=ue

In sipai.l-rto-nos e raf:.t obta'nad when the band staping function in this

sxample Le used (linear xpectrum phase Is asamed) This incres can be

attributed to the fact that the pulse conpretssion filter originally

specifild is Imatched5 only a5 fat as phase characteristic Is uncernad

an not In the North matched ?i'ter sense.
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A. v""rI 4tft -6!(4htg resikdue ioduotions is tii- concept of

selctio atenatir a i~~!4 i trt'sn . Ioh amp!4. speotua. An

example c±;tbis 'Is given in Fig. i. The dashed line represents the

mZodification to the spectrin oared oy inser-t'hg narrov band filters at

the band silpa. The baeic Idea behind thin Is that certain portl na of

t ha spsctrw -zcntr!tot# =;,e to bn14lng up realdue signals than to

iqignal resolution. The pdek~e shape si at 4 vth thin f orm of epseot

* ahaaping is shown tn lhg. 1. -ThreA4a tiw iaaiuiruly Wluw -W dog MW

tires. residue being ' t 4N tue PMl -f 'Ait -1ee4:sd portlou of, the

aigns10  Thee r zQL'aZa loem Lose .1n vSSoolotioa for this residue

level than fint the ba"debgpl'a dlu8caad Pz'evioiily.

J fay prIAuoe iqiprnved reev/lts and #re be~rng studica. i

*CONCLUSION -

The trpe of aetanz~a~ev.a ,ttrser FM *4ccAa nwaprio-noz

leaa tP certain )ulse shape problon that are u=deeIreble La a redai

application. Thn&; met' 'be attacked l. aL wabt at way:*, as baa been

outlizned, Ad th~e general 'a of znsulte has boen liioated. The

particoular u.L111iw ar- aciy bethod rJ piilae .r~ape laprejvaenot will depend

somewhat n factors that are datarmtinad b'v La&Aona2 ronaldaroratin.

Furthor study In tho area Is being- pursued b3 Speivry and, undoubtedly,

itbers in the field tcciv optlw iutsi,,zetlon of the linesr PH We~

of pulse* cmpression.,
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